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USGfund
causes
concern

Gov. Celeste delivers
education tax reform
by John Chalfant
Associated Press writer

COLUMBUS - Gov. Richard
Celeste treated a House committee to a private lunch of turkey
and roast beef Tuesday and then
delivered rare public testimony
before the panel on his education
tax increase ballot issue.
Celeste's appearance before
the House Ways and Means
Committee marked the first
time in at least 25 years that a
governor testified before a legislative panel.
Celeste indicated later he was
encouraged by the fact that the
committee was even holding
hearings on the package, which
minority Republicans had branded as dead on arrival when introduced in February.
"Some of you, I'm sure,

thought that it was going to get
introduced and never be heard.
And the reality is, there is going
to be serious work by a subcommittee of Ways and Means. I
think that it's going forward
with interest and concern and
the support of leadership in the
House who recognize that this is
the best proposal they have right
now in education reform," the
Democratic governor said.
Rep. Robert Corbin, R-Dayton, the ranking minority member on the committee, said there
had been no change in Republican opposition to the governor's
package.
' "The proposal as the governor
introduced it and as was presented is not acceptable to Republicans. If there are changes
and revisions in it that would revise it substantially enough that
we could consider it, we will look

at that," Corbin said.
Celeste hosted most committee members at a pre-meeting
luncheon in the Cabinet room.
Then he joined them at a crowded House hearing room to contend that his tax increase education system reform was needed
to deal with a crisis facing
schools.
"When one out of five of our
children drops out, lacking the
skills for the most basic job
hunting or job holding, we have
a crisis. When the school suspension rate in some our cities is
the highest in the nation, we
have a crisis," the governor
said.
He defended the tax increases
he has proposed, predicting
voters would support them and
that meaningful educational reform could not be accomplished
without extra revenue.

by Laura Hardy

staff reporter

Backstrom honored with
'89F.P. Naismith Award
Rhonda Windham of Southern California was
last year's Naismith winner.
Falcon head coach Fran Voll said Backstrom belongs in such prestigious company.
"I thought I coached the best point guard in the
country — without a doubt," said Voll, whose team
lost to Maryland in the second round of the NCAA
tournament. "It's difficult to pick out one, but I
don't think there is a better point guard than
Paulette."
Backstrom, who tied for third with teammate
Jackie Motycka for MAC Player of the Year honors this year, led the MAC with 216 assists for the
season.
In her four years at the University, she made 559
assists to finish third in all-time conference history.
Even though Backstrom, an administrative
management major, was consistent her entire career, she played her best basketball after her
father died in mid-February.
"I've always been committed to play hard, but
after dad died, I wanted to show him something,"
she said, her voice cracking. "The last time I
spoke with him, he was making plans to come to
: : See Award, page 3.

by Andy Woodard
assistant managing editor

Paulette Backstrom, one of the greatest
women's basketball players in Mid-American Conference history, was named Monday to receive the
1989 Frances Pomeroy Naismith Basketball Hall
of Fame Award.
The award, which honors the nation's best
woman basketball player under 5-foot-6, will be
presented to the 5-foot-5 senior at the annual Hall
of Fame Awards Banquet May 9 in Springfield,
Mass.
"It means a lot to me. This is the biggest award
I've ever won in my life," said Backstrom, a twotime, first team All-MAC selection. "It hasn't sunk
in yet because I still have to go through the awards
ceremony.
"But in a way, I want to scream or something."
Two of the last three Naismith recipients have
been Olympic performers. Suzie McConnell of
Penn State won the award in 1988 and Texas' Kamie Ethridge received the honor in 1986.

Satanists
blamed
in deaths

BG News/ Pat Mingaielli

Lori Schudoan. junior accounting major, looks for some friends
passing the CJnion Oval while teeter-tottering in the Delta Sigma Phi
Teeter-Totter-Athon to raise money for diabetes. Schudoan was tot
tering with Jim Petrie. junior accounting major. The members of
the fraternity will be tottering for 24 hours a day at one-hour intervals until University President Paul Olscamp takes his turn Friday..

See USG, page 4.

Celebreeze touts honesty Choosing plastic
can lead to debt

by Beth Church
assistant wire editor

Despite their adversarial relationship, the government and
the media could not thrive with-

out each other, according to
Ohio Attorney General Anthony
Celebreeze.
"Government needs a forum
as a means of getting their ideas
across. Citizenry relies on the

by Joel Williams
Associated Press writer

BROWNSVILLE, Texas
— The bodies of 12 people
were found in a mass
Save at a ranch outside
e Mexican border town
of Matamoros — and authorities Tuesday blamed
the killings on satanic rituals and human sacrifice.

media to help them formulate
their ideas," Celebreeze said
during a Mass Communications
Week seminar Tuesday night.
Many former U.S. leaders attributed their political successes
to their ability to communicate,
he said, noting Presidents
Franklin Roosevelt and John
Kennedy as examples.
The two-term attorney general said despite the change in
mass media throughout history
— the addition of radio and TV
— the government's need for it
has remained constant.
"Channels differ over time but
the government and the media
really need each other," he said.

"It was horrible,"
Cameron County Sheriff
Alex Perez said. "It was
like a human slaughterhouse."

Honesty is another link between the two institutions, he
said.

by Beth Church
assistant wire editor

Alter waiting for an hour to
buy an armful of clothes, the college student breathed a sigh of
relief when she finally reached
the counter. Handing her purchases to the department store
sales clerk, she dreaded the next
line in what had, by now, become an over-rehearsed scene.
"Cash or charge?" the clerk
asked.
Knowing only too well how
many purchases the credit card
had already made, Mary slid
her VISA across the counter —
trying not to look guilty as the
clerk doubled the monthly bill
already too high for her to pay.

This college student is just one
of many who obtain credit cards
under the guise of establishing a
good credit record. The act of
obtaining that first card may
seem deceptively simple - and
true cost of the cards is not
Celebreeze said he also recog- the
nizes the need journalists have considered until too late.
"That's the way it started for
for honesty, because "they know me.
I thought it was cool and it
the public has a right to know."
However, he said it is often became a game — I wanted to
difficult to balance the confiden- see how many I could get," said
tial nature of many of his attor- Mary, a University student.
ney-client relationships with a
Three years and seven credit
journalist's desire for informa- cards later, Mary owed almost
on
" ' i i See Celebreeze, page 4. $1,500.
"My father taught me ... how
important it is to gain the people s trust," he said. "Honesty is
not only the best policy — it's the
only policy."

Four suspects were arrested and more arrests
were expected. The suspects were involved in
drug smuggling and
prayed to tne devil for
Srotection from police, aulorities said.
The bodies were found in
a field along with evidence
of voodoo or magic, said a
sheriff's department
spokesman.

Teeter Totter

While many Undergraduate
Student Government senators
voiced concerns at Monday's
meeting because the current
amount in the USG budget was
unknown, the USG president
said those concerns were unfounded.
"There is absolutely nothing
unusual about that at all. You
ask other organizations how
much money they have in their
budgets and if they do know, it's
because they're not actively involved in co-sponsorship."
However, Kevin Thomas, USG
treasurer, said he believes it has
been the number of events USG
has co-sponsored that have contributed to the budget amount
not being known.
"One thing I'm really upset
about is the way USG has spent
money relentlessly without considering how much money is left
in the budget," he said.
Thomas said the number of
University events USG has co-sponsored with other organizations is greater than last year.
Because of this, he said USG has
had to cut back funding on student government-related activities such as the USG banquet.
Peterson agreed and said, "It
is frustrating we can't co-sponsor every event. It's not fan- to
think of USG as a funding organization. We still have our own interests to keep in mind."
Thomas said his absence at
Monday's USG meeting was the
reason the General Assembly
did not know the amount remaining in the USG budget.
He said he could not attend the
meeting because of an obligation to nis fraternity. While he
said he knows how much remains in the USG budget, he did
not have the information available to disclose the exact amount.
Although he meets weekly
with Peterson to discuss the
budget and review fund

Anthony Celebreeze

Wednesday
CLOUDY
Today: mostly
cloudy with a 50 percent chance of
showers or flurries
and highs in the
mid-40s.
Tonight: clearing
and colder Wednesday night with lows
between 20 and 25.
Thursday: partly
sunny Thursday and
highs expected again to be in the
mid-40s.

BG News/Brock Vlsnich

This routine of spending continues until it becomes as addictive as wine is to an alcoholic,
according to a University
professor of psychology.
"I view this spending pattern
as parallel to a dependency formed on drugs, food or
whatever," said Marvin Kumler, associate professor of psychology.

Kumler explained that all
human behavior is controlled by
consequences. In what is labeled
the reinforcement theory,"
Kumler said doing something
that results in pain will deter a
person from repeating the act.
Conversely, if the action leads to
pleasure, a person is likely to
repeat it.
We get immediate reinforD See Credit, page 5.

News in Brief
Board meeting at Firelands
The monthly Board of Trustees meeting will be
held Friday at 10 a.m. at the Firelands College
campus in the East Lounge of the East Building.
The board annually holds a meeting on the branch
campus of the University.

Fraternity teeds hungry
While finding something to eat may be difficult
for some people, one fraternity made sure that a
few area residents did not go hungry last weekend.

Alpha Phi Alpha, along with other campus and
area organizations, distributed food to 10 people
last Sunday, said Scott Coleman, treasurer of the
fraternity.
However, Coleman, junior interpersonal and
public communication major, said the fraternity
anticipated a larger turnout.
"More than 20 people who said they were going
to come didn't show, Coleman said.
He said the fraternity originally wanted to serve
people who used Toledo soup kitchens as their
mam source of food but, because the fraternity expected a large attendance in this area, the idea

was cancelled.
Coleman said the fraternity bought food from 1
University Food Operations and distributed it to
the needy on Sunday afternoon in the Northeast |
Commons.
"The (participants) were maybe not starving,
but they really needed it (the food)," Coleman
said.
He said the menu included macaroni and beef,
turkey, stuffing, mash potatoes, green beans and
chicken noodle soup.
—by Jeff Batdort, staff reporter
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'Earphone bill'
encouraged
Is anyone listening?
That's the concern of the Ohio Senate, which
passed a bill last week to prohibit drivers from using earphones or earplugs because of the safety
risk involved when the noise of the outside world is
shut out.
We support this bill wholeheartedly, although it is
somewhat overdue as headsets have boomed in popularity throughout the 1980s.
Despite a lack of statistical evidence to back up
the idea that listening to music or other taped and
broadcast material with earphones or earplugs is
unsafe, it is common sense as this is distracting and
an obvious safety hazard.
The blare of an ambulance siren or the whistle of
an approaching train can easily be drowned out
while one is lost in his or her own world heard
through earphones.
Legislators did not forget the worthiness of some
earplugs however, excluding those worn by people
sued as trash collectors or highway workers to
muffle work-related noises. Any person who wears
a hearing aid is also exempt.
Earphones or listening devices built into protective headgear for motorcyclists and operators of
industrial and farm equipment are exempt as well.
The lone opponent of the bill in the Senate says
prohibiting drivers from using earphones and earSlugs is unnecessary government intervention,
'owever, we think those drivers who wish to listen
to music or other material have the longstanding
option of tuning in their car radio, installing a tape
deck or bringing a radio to rest on the seat beside
them —options which are less distracting. Therefore, their rights are not being violated.
As the sponsor of the bill has said, when you drive
you take certain measures — such as driving defensively and wearing a safety belt —to prevent accidents.
We hope the Ohio House of Representatives
agrees this bill is another measure for safer driving.

In other opinions...

Payment needed
The number of Ohioans trying to make it
through life without medical insurance is
growing. That is bad news not only for the people
themselves, but also for hospitals in the state.
A study snows that 1.23 million Ohioans now have
no insurance, due to Medicaid cuts and premium
increases, or working in jobs without medical
coverage.
That is where the hospitals come in. When they
get involved in the care and treatment of sucn
patients, they stand a good chance of not getting
paid, either by an insurance company or the
patient...
It's obvious that some solution must be found to
reimburse hospitals, but so far nothing meeting
with popular approval has been proposed.
This is reprinted from the April 5 edition of the
Middletown Journal.
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Bloodmobile
needs support
A blood donor is good for people who go through windshields
and red lights ... For somebody
with leukemia ... For people being operated on ... For barefoot
kids who aren't careful ... For
victims of violence ... For hemophiliacs so they can live their
life as normally as possible ...
For daredevils ... For someone
undergoing dialysis while waiting for a kidney transplant ...
For people who fool around with
guns... For little kids who manage to uncap a bottle of something poisonous ... For people
who are badly burned ... For
new mothers needing transfusions ... For a new baby who
needs a complete change of
blood supply ... For someone
having open-heart surgery ...
For cancer patients ... For
someone with severe hepatitis...
For kids falling out of trees or
anywhere else... For anybody of
any age with bleeding ulcers...
For people in the wrong place at
the wrong time ... For the very
tired with severe anemia ... For
people who run into things ...
For all the people who are in a
lot worse shape than most people you know.
A blood donor is good for life.
Anonymous
The BGSU Bloodmobile will
be on-campus April 10 -14 in the
Grand Ballroom of the Union
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. This is a
perfect opportunity to give the
gift of life by donating blood
which can be used to assist up to
four people.
Red Cross Blood Service holds
the philosophy that those who
are healthy give to those who
aren't. Unfortunately, those who
don't contribute cause a shortage throughout the community.
The BGSU Bloodmobile is the
largest in Wood County; therefore, it is vital to reach our attainable goal of 1,000 pints during the week.
Considering that there are
17,000 students as well as faculty
and staff on campus daily, 1,000
Bints seems like a small task,
owever, the past few blood
drives have fallen short of this
Soal. It is important to take inividual responsibility to donate. Ninety-seven percent of all
Americans were using blood or
blood products by age 65, yet
only 3 to 5 percent of the population choose to participate in this
one-hour process. Hopefully,
blood will be plentiful for you or
your loved ones when and If they
may need it. This is your chance
to give the gift of life.

enjoy both. However, there was
an item in the Friday Magazine
of April 7 which I found particularly thoughtless and offensive.
The item in question is the "SixSentence Novel" which appeared in Jim Cummer's "Friday Column."
This "novel" contained a disgusting stereotype of a woman
who says no when she means
yes, and eventually caves into
sexual advances. It is this unfortunate myth which has given so
many men the motivation and
apparent justification for what
we now consider date or acquaintance rape. Although I
hope that Mr. Cummer is not so
sexist or insensitive as to have
written the "novel" in any vein
but a humorous one. I believe
Friday Magazine was remiss in
printing it. Studies of college
women across the U.S. reveal
that from 40 to 80 percent of
them report having been victims
of sexual aggression, but it is estimated that reported incidents
account for less than half of actual rapes. How many women on
this campus have been victims
of such an event? How many of
them reading Mr. Cummer's
"novel," recognized that stereotype which has caused them so
much pain and relived the
agony? How many of them cried
again, or felt angry or helpless
or hopeless? I am one of those
women. I hope I7ie BG News
will be more responsible and
sensitive in the future.
Mary K. Reinkoester
HBDarrow

Students urged
to use new system
A total of 1.064 undergraduate
students ana 18 graduate students have taken advantage of
the STAR (Student Telephone
Accessed Registration) system
to date. Only those students who
request courses for Spring 1990
will be rewarded with a priority
time to request specific sections
of these courses during section
registration in November.
Students are urged to phone in
their course requests for Spring
1990 not only to obtain a priority

BLOOM COUNTY

Lisa She mil
304 Alpha Chi Omega

time to section-register, but also
to provide departments with
demand statistics. Information
about the courses students are
requesting is available to all
academic departments so they
can plan ahead and hopefully
offer sections of courses which
better meet student demand.
Students can change their
course requests as many times
as they wish. There is no charge
for changing course requests.
Students should use the system
this spring to become familiar
with how it works, as there is a
possibility that drop/add for
Fall 1989 could be done using the
telephone system.
Most questions received by
the STAR hotline concern the
student's access code and
courses which have alpha characters preceding them. The first
time a student uses the STAR
system, the access code must be
only the first four digits of
his/her birth date (no year).
For example, if your birthday is
April 6, your access code will be
0406. Once they have accessed
the STAR system, students are
advised to change access codes,
since a student's social security
number and birthday can be
found on many documents. Students can call the STAR system
and change access codes to a
four or five digit code. It can be
a code of numbers or a word.
However, words are converted
to numbers by the system.
Those students having difficulty registering for a course
preceded by an alpha character
(i.e. ENG B200) should either go
to the department or call them
for help in registering for the
course.
Telephone registration will be
available to students through
April 29 and May 14-20 this
spring. Daily hours of operation
can be found in the Fall 1989
schedule of classes. There will
also be an opportunity to request
courses or change existing
course requests during the first
three weeks of fall semester.
Susan Pugh
Director of Registration and
Scheduling

Smoke bans are
'unconstitutional'
The following is in response to
Nancy Erikson's March 30 column, "Just Say Know."

Nancy Erikson, you are right.
Nowhere in the Constitution is
smoking guaranteed as a basic
right. But on the other hand,
breathing clean air is not a Constitutional right either.
It seems to me that smoking
bans are not a matter of whether
or not a person has the constitutional right to smoke but rather,
whether any institution has the
right to prevent that person
from smoking.
Someone once said to me that
smoking bans are discriminatory and I agree, to a point. I
think it is discriminatory to
enact a smoking ban in any public building because someone
felt their right to breathe clean
air was being inhibited. Smoking bans, in this manner, are
making a clear distinction between smokers and non-smokers
and forcing the values of the
non-smoker upon the smoker.
God forbid the day when one of
the questions on an employment
application asks the question
"Do you smoke?" I would hope
that this never happens on a
broad scale.
I am a smoker, and I am sensitive to the rights of a non-smoker. If someone asks me politely if I would mind not smoking around him or her, I willingly oblige by either putting out
my cigarette or moving on.
Everybody knows that by
smoking you knowingly open
your lungs and heart to a host of
diseases. But still, that is an individual's choice in a society
that nurtures individuality. I
someday hope to quit smoking
but when that day comes, I will
not join in on the parade of
smoking bans that force other
people to observe my personal
views. And I do not think it is too
much to ask a public institution
to provide a smoking lounge if a
smoking ban is enacted.
Smoking a cigarette is not illegal in this country. If it were,
my point would be moot, and I
would be packing my bags for
another country. In the meantime, there is a very fine line of
personal freedom that is slowly
being erased when someone else
is deciding for you what you can
or cannot do.
Rob Wagner
OCMB6009

by Berke Breathed

m

Cummer 'novel'
very insensitive
I have been reading The BG
News and Friday Magazine for
three years now, and generally

by Chris Mead
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Veteran denounces
Bush military policies
by Dennis Robaugh
copy editor

President George Bush could take the initiative
in Soviet-U.S. relations when he announces his foreign policy in a few weeks by proposing a change
in military spending.
In a speech to about 40 people concerned about
defense spending's effects on the economy, retired
Air Force Maj. Gen. Jack Kidd said he hopes his
defense plans are considered by Bush's policymakers.
"Bush should take emergency actions to change
our military policy," Kidd said. "People need to
demand that the government stop (increasing defense spending).'
Kidd has been involved in military matters for 48
years, fighting in World War II and Korea, planning strategy in the Vietnam War and planning
World War HI. In addition, he worked in the Pentagon appropriating billions of dollar* for military
needs.
"When I worked in the Pentagon I saw the (Viet-

nam) protesters but I didn't hear the voices," he
said. 'I've woken up now."
His 1988 book, "The Strategic Cooperation Initiative: The 'Star Light' Strategy, "which details his
nuclear disarmament plans is being reviewed in
five governmental departments.
Quoting from budget figures. Kidd said 60 percent of funding goes to the military. He said the
government has tapped baby boomer's Social Security funds.
"If GM were to do that to retirement accounts
they'd be in court the next day," he said.
Kidd said the large percentage of the budget
comprised by military spending cannot be justified when the government overspends by $690 million a day.
"This year Bush is not to be outdone. He's going
for a new record of $800 million a day," he added.
However, Kidd said national security will not be
threatened by the budget- cutting option of decreasing nuclear weapons and conventional forces
as the Soviets have done.
"The Soviets have perestroika because of their
economic problem," lie said. "But the U.S. has not
yet admitted it has an economic problem."

Dorm Storm

Members of the hard rock band ■Kill Billies" held a practice session in the fourth floor study lounge of
Conklin Hall. On drums is Rick Luedtke, elementary education major. John Snyder. accounting major,
plays keyboard and vocals are contributed by Joe Kemp, creative writing major. The group received permission from the hall director to use the lounge because they had no other place to rehearse.

Toledo rapist sentenced
by Amy Burkett
assistant city editor

A Toledo man was sentenced
Monday in Wood County Common Pleas Court for the September kidnapping and rape of a
Perrysburg woman.
David Cox, 23, was sentenced
to 15 to 65 years in prison by
Judge Gale Williamson.
According to Wood County
Prosecuting Attorney Alan
Mayberry, Cox pled guilty to
three counts of attempted rape
and one of kidnapping.

Cox will not be eligible for
probation, Mayberry said.
Lawrence Knopp, named as a
co-defendant in the case, was
sentenced in February to 5 to 15
years in prison.
Mayberry explained the
reason Knopp received a lighter
sentence was his level of involvement in the case.
"Cox was the one who actually
grabbed the girl and forced her
into the vehicle," he said. "He
also is the one who raped her."
The suspects were found by an
off-duty officer in October who
recognized a description of the

truck used in the incident.
According to Mayberry,
Knopp was driving the truck. He
pled guilty to attempted rape
and kidnapping.
Mayberry said Knopp is eligible for shock probation.
"After six months if Knopp
seems to be shocked into reform
by prison life, he could be placed
on probation but I do not see that
happening," Mayberry said.
Cox was taken to the Mansfield Reformatory Tuesday for
classification. It has not yet
been decided where he will
serve his sentence.

Award
□ Continued from page 1.
the MAC tournament. Then
that's when things happened. I
really wanted to go out and do
something special because I
knew he was watching.
"Now this (the Naismith Award) is something more that he
can be proud of."
Despite the Naismith Award's
prestige, Backstrom said capturing the MAC regular season
and tournament championships
three times each since 1987 is
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more important to her.
"It means more to win the
MAC because we accomplished
that as a team. And the award is
not just a reflection of Paulette
Backstrom, but also of my coaches and teammates," she said.
Backstrom, a native of Flint,
Mich., came to the University in
1984 along with Motycka and
Megan McGuire, who collectively are considered to be the
best class in MAC history.
In the last four years, the Fal-

cons have a record of 96-23 overall, 53-7 in the conference. In addition, the victory over Cincinnati in the first round of the
NCAA tournament this year was
the first win by a MAC school.
"We've made great strides
since Paulette came here," Voll
said. "And this award can only
help the program. When a
player like Paulette (graduates ), they leave the responsibility to keep the program alive
and well."

Apartheid and South Africa
Prospects for change
featuring

NOMONDE NGUBO
•International representative for the United
Mineworkers of America and key South
African anti-apartheid activist.
• Ngubo was initiated into political activity in
the Black Conciousness movement of the
1970s. While working for the council of
South African Unions, she helped organize the
South African National Union of Mineworkers.

8 p.m. Wed. April 12
115 Education
•'. . •

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. MAIN

NO COVER

Thurs. - Sot.
April 13-15

iOOD LIV'NG IN '89 .'.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Phone 352-9378

835 High St - Rental Office
Located at CherrywooO Health Spa
9:00-4 30

Monday Friday

Sponsors:

Peace Coalition. Democratic Socialists of
America. Progressive Student Organization.
Honors Student Association. Sociology
Department. African People's Association.
Women for Women.

Housing Openings for SUMMER & Fall
9 mo.—12 mo. Leases
t '.IllltCS
PIEDMONT APTS
.' I - (111 - .11
i i, tiaita

BIRCHWOOD PLACE 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLOGS - MANVILlE BETWEEN
6TH AND 7TH
RAILVIEW MINI • WAREHOUSE
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT
AH residents wiH have membership privileges
to CWywood Health Spa
Complete facilities lor men and women
• Hydro - Spa Whirlpool
• Metro Sauna
• Complate Eiarclso Equipment
• Indoor Heated Pool
• New Weight Equipment
• Tanning Sooth Available
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Bind updates on BG 5

SUMMER AND FALL
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
707-711 THIRD
715- 719 THIRD
723-727 THIRD

«1 BR furnished
or unfurnished

402 HIGH ST.

«2 BR unlurnished
summer only

649 SIXTH

»2 BR furnished

831 SEVENTH

«2 BR furnished

839 SEVENTH

• 1 BR unlurnished

FOREST APARTMENTS
-853 NAPOLEON
-751 HIGH
-849 NAPOLEON
-851 NAPOLEON

• 2 BR furnished or
unfurnished.

319 E WOOSTER
724 S COLLEGE

«1 BR furnished
»2 BR unfurnished

806 SCOTT HAMILTON

«4 BR house

140 MANVILLE

'large unlurn. house
9 month lease avail

259V. S PROSPECT

«2 BR unfurnished

706 Second A
706 Second C

*2 BR furnished
•Efficiency furnished

244 N ENTERPRISE

'Rooming house

1 50 & 1 50 V. MANVILLE

«2 BR & 1 BR

316 N ENTERPRISE

«4 BR house

211 S COLLEGE B

•Efficiency

722 EIGHTH

«3 BR house:
A-Frame

517 E. REED a B

'1 BR unfurn

Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant

as il really is

Res
ume
(Laser type)'

■■■

FASHION

MERCHANDISING.

(Typeset type)'

I sum /mi MII;II College
AN INSIDE LOOK AT
FASHION MERCHANDISING

Choose a quality typeset resume from

)IC5

EARN A CERTIFICATE IN FASHION MERCHANDISING IN SIX MONTHS!
Learn about fashion buying, textiles, color theory, lashion shows and
visual displays, ddvertising techniques and more. Be out of the

211 West Hall
372-7418

classroom and in the fashion business in just 6 months.
Evening classes Monday thru Thursday.
Call now for more information.
STAUTZENBEKGER COllEGE 309 South Main
Bowling Green 354-3508

Ohio Reg. no. 82-08-07768

"12 pt type enlarged

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
OFFICE AT 319 E. WOOSTER
OFFICE HOURS 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
354-2260 OR 353-3850
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Celebreeze

Capital march opens Career center's
abortion discussions usage increases
by James A. Tinker
staff reporter

After Sunday's Pro-Choice March in Washington, D.C., both sides of the abortion issue are
bound to experience the repercussions from the
largest protest ever held in the nation's capital.
The 300,000 supporters of Roe v. Wade represented every state and section of American culture and peacefully expressed their concerns, said
Jane Shambaugh, director of education and communication for the Toledo chapter of Planned Parenthood of Northwest Ohio.
She said the variety of people present "was inspirational" and showed that many Americans
want to keep abortion a legal option to pregnancy.
"No one is for abortion, but we are for the person's right to choose (to have or not to have an
abortion), "she said.
Barbara O'Brien, Planned Parenthood of
Northwest Ohio's local clinic director, said about
15 to 20 people from Bowling Green made the trip
to Washuigton to voice their opinion.
Sophomore psychology major and pro-choice
protestor Greg Richey said, "I think we rep-

resented how strongly many people in this nation
do not want Roe v. Wade overturned."
He agreed that a feeling of "oneness" existed
among the multitudes, "it was one big group with a
common purpose."
While groups such as O'Brien's will try to maintain the 1973 Supreme Court ruling for a woman's
right to choose to have an abortion, groups on the
other side of the issue continue trying to change
that ruling.
Stephanie Varga, executive director of Ohio
Right to Life Society, said she does not think Roe v.
Wade will be overturned as a result of a case currently facing the Supreme Court, but could "allow
us to limit abortions to some extent."
Abortions are legal upon demand for any reason
for the full nine months of a pregnancy, she said.
"If abortions are limited, more services will be
needed to help women deal with the problem of
pregnancy, with a solution that both the mother
and the child can live with.
"I think (the protest) is going to wake people
up," she said. "They (pro-lifers) are going to realize that they have to take action for what they believe in."

by Laura Smith
reporter

The number of students researching Job opportunities at the Career Resource Center has increased since its renovation.
Bob McLaird, library assistant of the Center for Career Development, said before the additions to the libraries at the Career Development Center and the Placement Office last semester, few students
used the resources there.
But since its reopening at the end of January, McLaird said nearly
60 students per day utilize the information centers.
"I've spent many profitable hours in that library," said Mary O'Connor, senior education major. "From their books I've located
several potential internships throughout the country. Now it's up to
me to choose where I want to go."
The Center's goal is to provide the best information for students
researching the job market and make the material as accessible as
possible, McLaird said.
"The response from the students has been excellent," he said.
One advantage which makes research easier for students is that 10
times more space now exists, he said.
New magazines and books with job listings are continually added
to provide the most current information, McLaird said.
In addition, he said the libraries hold information about resume
writing, interviewing and background material on specific employers.
Jerome Library donated funds for many of the books and the staffing of the library, he said.

USG
a Continued from page 1.
requests, Thomas said he did not
meet with Peterson last week
which is why the president and
USG Vice President Kevin
Coughlin were unaware of the
budget's status.
"All the books are taken care
of," Thomas said. "We are not

in any financial trouble."
Thomas said he believes the
budget issue and the discontentment expressed by many of
the senators over the fact they
were not told how much remains
in the budget were "totally
blown out of proportion."
According to Thomas, Peterson never informed him he had

Cleveland Indians
v.s.
New York Yankees
•
•
•
•
•

This Saturday, April 22nd
Only a Few Tickets Remains
Kegs & Eggs start at 9:00 a.m.
Bus departs at 9:30
Beer, Sandwiches, snacks on bus
transportation to and from game
$33.00 includes everything!

Contact: Quarters Cafe 353-8735

D Continued from page 1.
Establishing a "working relationship" with the media can
be a solution to this problem,
Celebreeze said, because journalists will understand his position and trust he is not withholdinginformation.
Celebreeze discussed controversial government/media
issues such as the state law allowing TV cameras into courtrooms.
"I do have a little bit of a problem with that — I wish they
could make it as inconspicuous
as possible," he said, adding he
believes the presence of
cameras can sway the behavior
of witnesses.
He also advised student journalists to be prepared when
dealing with political officials by
first researching the official's
background and then following a
line of questioning.
"Some of my toughest questions come from college and
high school reporters and I think
it's because as you get older you
become more inhibited," he
said. "But I like to see that enthusiasm."
to present a budget statement on
a regular basis, but be said he
tries to prepare a statement
every two weeks.
Rob Schmidt, Commuter OffCampus Organization representative to USG, said it is "inconceivable" USG does not
know the status of its budget.
"This obviously demonstrates
that the committee concept isn't
working," he said. "Hopefully,
this will force USG to wake up
and take some responsibility."
Peterson, who was not at
Monday's General Assembly
meeting because he was attending a student leadership conference in Columbus, said he was
informed later that a fund
request to USG for an activity
sponsored by the Carribean Association was denied because
Coughlin recommended a spending freeze until the end of the
school year.
He said because the event will
not be held until April 27, he encouraged a representative from
the Association to attend the
next USG meeting and make another request to the General Assembly.

SATURDAY, APRIL 15 at 8:00 p.m. to
SUNDAY, APRIL 16 at 8:00 a.m.
EPPLER SOUTH

$1.00 ADMISSION

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT EDUCATION BUILDING

Co-sponsored by:
GREEK WEEK
COMMITTEE

BEST PIZZA IN B.G. CONTEST*

FEATURING:
PHANTOM CIRCUS
BRAILLE RADIO
GROOVE MASTER
SHEEPISH GRIN
and
MUSIC KING
Proceeds to: Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Children's Resource Center,
Wood County Council on Alcoholism & Drug Abuse, Family &
^
Child Abuse Prevention Center
g
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Credit
D Continued from page 1.
cement in getting what we want
— we are rewarded by the purchases," he said. "The 'pain' or
the cost of paying is delayed until later. It almost feels like
there is no cost.
"Just as in drinking, there are
Bleasures in the short run, but in
le long run you'll have a hangover."

Payments build up

The future "pain" of paying
the monthly bill can be tolerated
by rationalizing means of obtaining the money.
"We can think of many impossible ways to get that money —
and that's how to delay the
pain," he said.
With payments increasing
monthly and no way to obtain
the money, Mary said, "it got to
the point where I had nowhere to
fio.
Last fall, Mary cut to pieces
her VISA and MasterCard.
Owing the limit of $1,000 on
one card and $496 of a $500 limit
on the other, Mary now looks
back in amazement.
"I don't know how I managed
to make the payments," she
said.
Her main expenditures which
increased her debt were books
and clothing, Mary said. And although she was meeting the minimum monthly payments, her
debt did not lessen because of
the high interest rate applied to
the balance owed.
"It wasn't that I wasn't paying
them — it just slowly built up
over four years," she said. "Alii
was doing was making the minimum payment and it wasn't
deducting anything more than
the interest."
Mary said she originally obtained the VISA and MasterCard
designed for students — with no
need for a parent's co-signature.
"All my parents knew was
that I didn't need money. I got to
show my father, 'Hey, I'm independent,' " she said.

gives one a mad, wild feeling of
power — that is seductive,"
Kumler said. "Credit card companies realize this and want us
to be seduced."
Mary's independence ended,
however, when she realized she
needed assistance from her
father to meet the increasing
monthly payments.
Now the money Mary makes
from a part-time job is used for
a once-a-month payment on a

Greater Toledo, Inc., consolidating debts is one answer they
suggest for solving overextended credit problems.
The local non-profit agency is
authorized by Ohio law to assume the debts of those in financial trouble. Through this process, the service pays the credit
card debt in full — while the individuals pay the service a flat
monthly rate until the debt is
erased.

"To pay for things when the cash isn't
even in your hand gives one a mad, wild
feeling of power — that is seductive.
Credit card companies realize this and
want us to be seduced."
-Marvin Kumler, associate professor of
psychology
Kumler said this sense of independence and power granted
by a credit card is part of its attraction.
"To pay for things when the
cash isn't even in your hand
loan which consolidated her
credit card accounts — a loan
co-signed by her father in
December.
Calling it her only option,
Mary explained the loan is
financed at a lower interest rate
than the cards were, allowing
more of her money to pay more
of her balance, not just the builtup interest.
Another benefit of the loan
was eliminating the record of
high balances with the credit
card companies, she said.
"As far as VISA and MasterCard go, my balances are all
Bid off," she said, adding that
r credit history holds no record of the incident.

Finding

solutions

According to John Walters, a
counselor with the Consumer
Credit Counseling Service of

"This differs from loan consolidation because we don't charge
high interest rates," he said.
Some credit card companies
will even stop finance charges if
an individual's finances are
managed by such a service,
Walters said.
Another advantage to the service is a new credithistory is established for the individual.
"No one can erase bad credit,
but this gives you a fresh start,"
he said.
Credit histories, good or bad,
can be found through a network
of credit bureaus, which acts as
a clearinghouse for credit records of all U.S. citizens.
The purpose of the bureau is to
provide an honest report of a
Eerson's credit, according to 01e Rista, credit reporting manager of the Credit Bureau of
Toledo, Inc. Although the bureau operates as a private firm,
it follows regulations enforced
by the Federal Trade Commission.
Credit records include vital
statistics, number of jobs,

length of employment, foreclosures, bankruptcies, mortgages
and divorces, Rista said. Also
provided in the record is a list of
East inquiries made about the
idiviriual s credit history.
The bureau services those
offering credit and those applying for credit.
"These records are open to
research by businesses and also
to applicants who have been denied credit," she said.
The Fair Credit Reporting
Act, recently passed by Congress, allows anyone to see his
own report for a fee of $10, Rista
said. The fee is waived,
however, for anyone denied
credit who applies to examine
the record within 30 days of receiving the rejection notice.
And although Mary admits
her spending habits forced her
into a desperate situation, she
said she believes she is lucky
because her credit record did
not suffer.
"It never got to the point
where I wasn't paying. I mean,
they never turned me over to a
collections agency — no one
ever came after me. I caught
myself right before that point,"
she said.
The temptation of the cards
for Mary was the availability.
"They were so easy to use —
VISA and MasterCard are accepted everywhere. I'd be walking around the mall and just see
something I liked. And I knew I
could take my time paying it
off."

Establishing credit
Walters blamed the educational system for this attitude of
many Americans which results
in poor credit.
Schools spend so little time
teaching students personal
finances," he said.
Most credit companies think
to the contrary, however, and
say they have found students to

be quite responsible card holders.
Dave Polzin, corporate credit
manager of Uhlman's Department Store, said he finds college
students to be trustworthy credit
customers.
"In a lot of cases, we don't
think it's a risk (to offer cards to
students)," Polzin said.
"Students go to college preearing for a career in which they
ave the potential to make a
good income. They represent a
potential market for the store."
Polzin said they also assume
most students have the backing
of the parents. A parent's cosignature is not required to obtain a card but, without it, Polzin
said the student's credit limit
will remain lower.
The store bases its judgment
of potentially responsible cardholders on three criteria, he
said. This includes an applicant's ability to pay, willingness
to pay and stability.
The ability to pay is based on
an applicant's income and the
whether they have a job.
"Students who are working
will get a higher credit limit,
Polzin said.
Willingness to pay is based on
a student's past credit history
and stability is based on the
number of times a student has
moved or changed jobs.
According to Kumler, spending patterns illustrated in college are a good indication of future habits. Although this is an
asset if the individual closely
monitors spending, the potential
for relapses into credit binges is
possible for past over-extenders,
he said.
"Some people need external
help in changing their spending
patterns," he said, mentioning
Credit Cards Anonymous — a
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national organization that helps
people deal with the problem.
"These people agree they are
not good at resisting the lure of
credit and pledge to only live on
cash," Kumler said.

"They were so easy
to use —VISA and
MasterCard are
accepted
everywhere. I'd be
walking around the
mall and just see
something I liked.
And I knew I could
take my time
paying it off."
-Mary, University
student
If a card holder believes the
credit-spending has become an
addiction, he recommended discontinuing use of the cards for at
least two weeks.
"If you can't go that long living on cash and if it isn't comfortable, you need some counseling advice," he said.
Now, two years after receiving her first credit card, Mary
said her experiences have
awakened her to the dark side of
credit shopping.
And although she proudly displays two new credit cards, she
said she obtained them to test
herself and has not overstepped
the limits as before.
"I haven't used either — yet."

*.....
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News Capsules
PEOPLE

INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
Rally quashed in Soviet Georgia

North denies wrongdoing at trial

Ex-big leaguer carries wife's bag

MOSCOW (AP) — Police arrested hundreds of people and were
seizing tens of thousands of hunting rifles from Soviet Georgians in
an attempt to calm the republic, which on Tuesday mourned 19 people killed in a pro-independence rally.
Tanks, armored personnel carriers and soldiers patrolled the
streets of the southern republic's capital, Tbilisi, to enforce a ban on
public gatherings and an 11 p.m. to 6 a.m. curfew.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Oliver North defended his honor and his
efforts on behalf of the Nicaraguan Contras Tuesday against a fusillade of suggestions from the prosecutor that he violated the code he
was taught at the Naval Academy.
"At the U.S. Naval Academy you would have been kicked out for
this?" Prosecutor John Keker asked at one point.
"In the U.S. Naval Academy nobody taught me to run a covert
operation," North retorted. Nor about "political warfare going on in
Washington in 1983 to 1986."
On specific matters, North denied he tried to help his associate,
Richard Secord, make a half-million dollars by renting a ship to the
CIA, which turned out not to be interested in the offer.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The caddy shouldering the golf bag looks
familiar, but out of place. Shouldn't he be wearing a baseball uniform and swinging a bat? For 18 years, until this spring, he did.
Ray Knight, MVP of the 1986 World Series, is caddying for his

President Mikhail S. Gorbachev said he considered it a "sacred"
Brinciple that Georgians and others should have the right to express
leir opinions freely, but said the law set limits on their actions, reported the head of West Germany's Social Democratic Party, who
met with Gorbachev on Tuesday.
"The question of state power is nothing to be trifled with or taken
lightly," Hans-Jocben Vogel quoted the Soviet leader as saying.
Reports indicated a general strike that began Friday to back demands for Georgia's secession was easing. Some buses and trolleys
resumed routes Tuesday, said Nana Natadze, the wife of a Georgian
nationalist activist. She said many schools remained closed because
of a boycott.

North also said he was merely following orders when he drafted a
letter to Congress denying involvement in helping the Contras at a
time when official aid was barred.
North said he was only following orders from National Security
Adviser Robert McFarlane when he drafted a letter to Rep. Lee
Hamilton, D-Ind., the chairman of the House Intelligence Committee.

STATE / LOCAL
Not the best burger? Get a refund

Casino essential to Lorain resort

COLUMBUS (AP) — Wendy's International Inc. is putting its
money where its mouth is by offering customers a refund if they
don't think they've tasted the best hamburger in the business, a
company executive said Tuesday.

COLUMBUS (AP) — Developer-businessman Alan Spitzer told a
Senate committee Tuesday that a resort he wants to build in Lorain
would not succeed without a gambling casino, in the opinion of
national investor experts.
He testified before the Senate Ways and Means Committee for a
House-passed bill authorizing a casino on the site as a five-year experiment, if approved by the Legislature and Lorain voters.

The promise is part of a six-week advertising campaign in which
Wendy's, one of the nation's largest fast-food restaurant chains,
6reclaims itself the winner in a taste contest with industry leader
IcDonald's. The ad campaign started Monday and ends in midMay.
Charles W. Rath, executive vice president of marketing, said the
company favors the taste-test over a campaign emphasizing discounts.
"The problem I have with discounts is that if you lower the price,
then it must have only been worth that much in the first place,'' Rath
said.
The money-back guarantee is in addition to the company's policy
of refunding money to dissatisfied customers.

Spitzer, a third-generation member of a family known throughout
northeast Ohio, primarily as auto dealers, said Spitzer Great Lakes,
Ltd., of which he is president, considered other uses for the property,
an old shipyard.
He said hotels, condominiums and other plans were considered but
that officials of Holiday Inns, Disney World and others said these
would not be viable as year-around attractions due in part to Ohio's
cold winters.
Accompanied by Anthony Giardini, the company's secretary and
general counsel, Spitzer repeated House testimony and research
showing that the project was a boon to Lorain's economy.

"I know a lot of people tease him about carrying my bag, but he's
myy Ibest friend, not just my husband," said Lopez, an LPGA Hall of
Famer.
amer. "I want him here.
"I'm leaving the game feeling I can still play," Knight said. "But I
don't want to be a part-time player I'm not good at that. I've always
been an intense player, keyed up. "
Knight, in addition to his World Series MVP year with the New
York Mets, had .300-hitting seasons earlier with Houston and Cincinnati.
In past years, Lopez adjusted her tour schedule so she and her
husband could spend time together. But when Knight was traded
from Baltimore to Detroit last year in spring training, it threw their
plans into disarray.
"Nancy's schedule was already set according to Baltimore's
schedule," Knight said. "It didn't match with Detroit's schedule and
we wound up seeing each other only five weeks during the entire
summer."
"He knows what he's doing out there," said Lopez, who will be
among the favorites in the $450,000 Ai Star-Centinela Hospital Classic that starts Friday at Rancho Park in Los Angeles.

Marital rife in royal family denied
LONDON (AP) — News that a handsome aide to the queen wrote
tersonal letters to Princess Anne prompted new Page One speculaion Monday that Anne's marriage is on the rocks. But her father-inlaw denied the marriage has broken down.
Anne herself, the 38-year-old daughter of Queen Elizabeth n,
smiled through a typically busy day of engagements.
As Scotland Yard investigated the theft of the letters from the
princess' desk at Buckingham Palace, Britain's tabloids questioned
in banner headlines whether her 15-year marriage to fellow equestrian Mark Phillips would survive.
Maj. Peter Phillips, Anne's 68-year-old father-in-law, denied the
marriage was washed up. He told reporters: "It's not the sort of
marriage that ordinary people would understand at all — they spend
so much time away from one another.
"If people are royal, they don't necessarily spend lots of time
together. It's inevitable. Princess Anne and Mark come together and
they part, doing the various jobs which they have got to do.
"One does not inquire about when they last got together. ... Of
course their marriage is very unusual."
: AMERICAN;

: LUNG ASSOCIATION =

GREENBRIAR INC.
has
SUMMER
rentals
available now
(6/1 - 8/1 4)
Frazee
$600 for the
Field Manor
^Summer plus
Ridge Manor
electric
516-522 E. Merryi
and gas
1 bedroom
efficiency

$450 \ for the
$300 |sTJmmer

Call 352-0717 224 E. Wooster
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In Your Work
Whatever you' graphic art*' needs
nowslottors. resumes, posters.
brochures, logos, etc.
we wort hard to put forth your best imago.
Call usl
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372-7418
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Falcons put Freese on Rockets
BG pitcher hurls one-hitter in 6-2 victory over UT
by Don Hensley
assistant sports editor

In the first game of the ToledoBowling Green doubleheader,
the top two pitchers in the
league were slated to do battle
against each other.
And although Toledo's David
Krol had a fine outing in holding
the Falcons to three runs en
route to a 7-3 victory over BG's
Chris Fugitt, the pitching star of
the day was Falcon Dave
Freese.
Freese (3-1) ended all Rocket
hopes of a sweep when he hurled
a one-hitter in the second half of
the twinbill as the Falcons
posted their first Mid- American
Conference victory of the year
6-2.
"Freese really picked us up
when we needed it," BG coach
Ed Platzer said. "When he ran
into trouble in the fifth, we were
questioning whether to leave
him in or not.

"But. he got out of the jam and
pitched well in the last two innings."
With the Falcons leading 6-0,
the Rockets attempted to rally
when Freese, who was working
on a no-hitter, walked three
straight batters to load the bases
with one out. After UT outfielder
Dan Hossfield drove in a run
with a sacrifice fly, David Minarcin singled and suddenly the
Rockets were back in the game.
With Platzer looking down to
the bullpen to see if the relievers
were ready, Freese retired the
next batter on a groundout to
end the inning.
"Iwas just trying to throw
strikes all day,
Freese
said."But Coach Whitmyer told
me I was overthrowing and that
helped me get back into the
game."
But UT pitcher Matt Dodds
was having trouble right from
the start of the game.
The Falcons got out of the gate
quickly when they used three
singles from Shawn Gillenwater, Daren Stiles, and Jason
Welch to post two runs in the

opening inning. It would be this
part of the order that would do
all of the damage for BG as
Stiles scored three times and
Gillenwater twice, to account
for five of their six runs.
"I was real pleased with the
top of the order in the second
game," Platzer said. "It has
been different people contributing throughout the year, today
they did it."
But in the first game, UT did
it, and they did it on the pitching
of David Krol. Krol, an alf
American candidate, scattered
five hits and except for a brief
Eeriod, looked to live up to his
tiling.
With the Rockets up 1-0, the
Falcons suddenly got a bolt of
energy in the fourth as they
scored three quick runs, all of
them resulting from home runs.
Kyle Hockman started the
home run derby when he tatooed
a pitch over the fence in left
center-field. Following a Welch
single, Greg Lashuk was not to
be outdone. He smashed another
Krol pitch out of Stellar Field at

Twins slam Tigers
DETROIT (AP) — Carmen Castillo hit a grand slam in Minnesota's eight-run eighth inning, and Kirby Puckett drove in three runs
Tuesday with a double and homer, leading the Twins to their 12th
straight victory over Detroit, 14-0.
Allan Anderson worked seven innings for the Twins, allowing seven hits as he beat the Tigers for the fourth straight time. Rookies
German Gonzalez and Gary Wayne completed the shutout with an
inning apiece in relief. Gonzalez struck out all three batters he
faced, and Wayne gave up one hit in the ninth.
COUPON ------------<

Pctti's

Get Acquainted With Rib Shack Ribs

<£ifa

$

2

OFF
ANYBBg
BABYBACK RIBS
DINNER

with col* »liw or ippM uuci,
bftk>d or broutoa polalo,
homomado rolls
Wllh thl» coupon—Dine In Only
(Reg. Price $7.95)
119 N. Main, B.C.
Coupon good A p.m. 'Ill closing
PHONE 3530068
Thru Sun.. April 16, 1S88
Open Mon.-Thurs. 3-11 p.m.; Frl. A Sat. 3-Mldnlght; Sun. 3-9 p.m.

BG News/Pat Mingarelli
Bowling Green pitcher Dave Freese picked up the Falcons first MAC victory of the year as he pitched a one-hitter Tuesday. The Falcons beat UT
6-2 in the second game of the doubleheader.

X4^

352-0796

1.50 Fare

For Persons
4-64 Yrs. Of Age

75 * Fare

For Elderly G5+)/
Handicapped Persons

Children
UNOE R < YDS OX UNOCR 40 LSS.

Ride Free Of Charge
Child must ride in Child Restraint

LIMIT: 4 PASSENGERS PER TAXI
SERVICE PROVIDER:

RICHARD RAMOS
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without leaving
BCSU!

Ljfj

Week'89 JT-

Thursdays Highlights:
□ Barbara Brucker. editor of The Tribune Chronicle,
Warren Ohio
"Having the Right Stuff for the Right Job"
-10:30 am, Community Suite. Union
□ Andy Douglas, Justice, the Supreme Court of. Ohio
-government and press rights
■lpm, 121 West Hall
□ Karen Fraker, First National Bank. Toledo
-"Corporate PR - More Than Press Releases,
Promotions and Publications"
-1:30 pm, State Room, Union

1st SIBS& KIDS GAME!

with adult.

Transit IdenrjfcaBon Card Required'

Jfp?

Think you know your
sib or kid? Well .show
us all...
Friday, April 14th
at 9:00pm
in the Falcon's Nest at the

'HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN
5

Mass

almost the same spot as Hockman.
But, Krol settled down and allowed only one hit the rest of the
way as he posted his third win of
the season against one defeat.
"Krol is one of the best pitchers in the MAC, if not the
best," Platzer said. "As for
Fugee (Chris Fugitt who is now
5-1), tie was up in the strike zone
all day and they hit him pretty
good/
The Rockets got their runs in
bunches the last three innings as
they tallied all but one of their
seven runs during this stretch.
For the Falcons, who are 15-3
overall, Platzer said the second
game was crucial for his ballclub.
"It was very important that
we get the win in the second
game," he said. "I thought we
were a little tentative in the first
tame, and we did not execute
ke we needed to."
The Falcons will be back In
action Friday as they travel to
Athens to play Ohio University
in a four game series.

S"B P"™**

Prize packages for the winning pair!
Sign-up TODAY! UAO office 3rd floor Union, 372-2343.
But wait there's more...

"Ramos Tali"

I - Van with LIU Available:
Wheelchair
Access and Group Seating
Available

rOMFDY" " featuring the Comedy Competition
Winners!

- Let Driver KnowHow Many
Persons Will Be Riding

DANCING!! - Music provided by D.J.

How Do Your Savings
Measure Up?
PURCHASE A CD
With A New
Deposit Until April 17
And Receive A
SPECIAL 1/2% BONUS
On Top ot Our
Regular High Rates.
No Minimum Deposit.
COME JOIN US!

Sponsored by bstaKS?
II AO

o

UAO

Fred Astaire
&
Ginger Rogers
in

O

TOP HAT
Thursday April 13
Gish Film Theatre
9:00 p.m. FREE

0

<
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<
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SUPER WORK:
Performing Arts

Glass City Federal Credit Union
Northwest OHIO'S Leading Regional Credit Union
445 E. Wooster St., Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 (419)352-0787
(Other locations in Toledo, Rossford and Maumee)

o
<

Games
Committees

All Accounts Federally Insured to $100,000 By Notional Credit Union Administration, an Agency ol the U.S. Government.
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HAVE A
FANTASTIC
WEEK!

u AO

UAO

UAO

JAO

UAO

UAO

II A O

WEEKEND FILM
c

3rd Floor
University Union
372-2343

WHO FRAMED
ROGER RABBIT

FRIDAY FILM
A Classic

Friday & Saturday
April 14 & 15
210 MSC
Fri. - 9 8 11 p.m.
Sal. - 7, 9, & 11 p.m.
• co-sponsored by Resident
Student Association

THE WIZARD
OFOZ
Friday April 14
210 MSC
7 p.m.
' co-sponsored by Resident
Student Association

&

o

<

UAO

THURSDAY FILM

■1

<

UAO

B'DAZZLE!
in

The Falcon's Nest
Friday April 14
9 p.m.
Featuring:
THE SIBS & KIDS
GAME!

MAO

UAO

y_A_o.

SIBS -N- KIDS
WEEKEND

>
o
c

>
o

c

>
c
>
o

Sat. April 15
Featuring:

EARTHWOOD c>
4 p.m.
Student Services Lawn
Also
DANCE MARATHON
"Twittln' The Night Away"
8 p.m. - 8 a.m.
UAO

UAO

UA

o
c

>
o
SL
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Star search dilemma

PS/2 - top of the charts!

by Al Franco
sports reporter

"No," Mark responded.

COMMENTARY

"That's bullshit guys; I asked," the man said.
The "man" turned out to be in charge of the
Dodgers Public Relations, our link to interviewing
Hershiser.
The game started and I was left scratching my
head in the pressbox. I didn't care about the game,
and I didn't even try to listen to all the Pete Rose
speculation flying around. I can't go back without
an interview.
The ninth inning came and I plotted my strategy.
I had to suck up to the PR guy, use some strategy.
"Do you think I can have another shot at him," I
asked timidly.
"What?" he said. It was one of those "Whats"
where you know the guy wanted either to hear an
apology or express his dominance over some
twerp student reporter.
He told me to go back down to the lockerroom,
and he'd ask Orel again.
I waited outside the room where Hershiser was
eating, and the PR guy came out and said,"Orel
said he doesn't think he'll have the time."
Crap! I was back at stage one. I walked around
the lockerroom nervously. Finally, after about 11
trips to the drinking fountain, two pacing laps
around the lockeroom, and three rehearsals of tne
questions I had for him, Hershiser came out of the
room.

How to catch a star?

[ For a limited time, you have your choice of three IBM Personal System/2%
j models at a special campus price. These PS/2 models are on the top of the*
I charts in quality and value. So, stop in and see us today!
jj

¥
List
Price
PS/2 Model 30 286
The 8530-E21 includes 1 Mb
memory, an 80286 (10 MHz)
processor, one 3.5" diskette drive
(1.44 Mb), 20 Mb fixed disk drive,
IBM Mouse, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft* Windows/
286, Word and hDC Windows
Express'" Software is loaded
and ready to go!

$4,437

Your
Price*

$2,399

List
Price
PS/2 Model 50 Z
The 8550-031 includes 1 Mb
memory, an 80286 (10 MHz) processor, one 3.5" diskette drive
(1.44 Mb), 30 Mb fixed disk drive,
IBM Mouse, IBM Micro Channel
Architecture1", 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows/286.
Word, Excel and hDC Windows
Express. Software Is loaded and
ready to gol

V

$6,117

Your
Price*

While viewing interviews during the rain delay
of NBC's Saturday "Game of the Week," Vin Scully was talking with Los Angeles Dodger ace Orel
Hershiser.
Hershiser said he has to learn how to handle the
media better to obtain the "tunnel vision" he needs
to pitch. He said this meant accepting fewer dealings with the press.
I knew exactly what he was talking about. My
mission last Thursday was to go to Cincinnati's
Riverfront Stadium to interview the former Falcon Hershiser.
After nabbing our press passes, photographer
Mark Thalman and I went down to the playing
field where batting practice had started. Thalman
nuzzled himself in with the other photogs, as he is
adept at the camaraderie skills of his trade. But I
was dumbfounded.
Hershiser was nowhere to be found. He wasn't on
the field.
And after a few minutes, I asked another reporter how to find him. He said that Hershiser was in
the clubhouse and pointed me in the direction.
When Mark and I went into the locker-room, we
were greeted with a barrage of questions. Who do
i'ou want? Do you have passes? Who do you work
or?
But we finally struck a sweet chord with the BG
ties.
"Orel's in the training room," the man said.
"Since you guys are from Bowling Green, I'll see if
he'll talk to you. I don't foresee a problem."
After a couple minutes, he returned. "Sorry
guys," the man said. "He said he doesn't have
time. He'll be getting treatment until the game."
The guy's the highest-paid pitcher in baseball,
making over two million a year. So what? He can't
mumble out a couple responses while he's getting
a rubdown. He was probably belly-up on the table
counting dollar signs.
On the way back to the field, I reflected on the
weasel we talked with.
"I bet he didn't even ask (Hershiser)," I said.
Mark didn't answer, but I heard a voice behind
him.
"Do you have a problem?" the man said.

A hoard of media flocked around him. The wild
attack of vultures on their prey knocked me back a
fewpaces.
While I was hanging back, I heard Hershiser
say "Sorry, I don't have the time." And he was
walking right toward me.
Here s my chance. He tried to walked around
me, but I pounced on him.
"Orel,' I called, and he turned. "I'm Al Franco
from Bowling Green. Do you have time to answer a
couple questions?"
"You're the one from BG," he said. "Go ahead. I
don't have much time." So, I got a three-minute
conversation. Not much, but it was enough. And
after the interview, I turned to the PR guy and
said, "Thanks for all your help." "I'm glad you
guys got what you needed," he said.
We glared at each other for a split-second, we
knew the game — it was a mutual headache. So, if
you ever try and catch a star go after the celestial;
they don't have PR agents.

Spikers face Midwest foes

$2,799

gan and Indiana, the team will
close its season this weekend in
the Midwest Intercollegiate Volleyball Association tournament
While the United States men's at the University of Indianavolleyball team was collecting Purdue in Fort Wayne.
Senior Pat Mooney, a twoits gold medal at the 1988 Summer Olympics in Seoul, Bowling year club veteran, said anyGreen's club volleyball team where from 25-30 MTVA teams
was Just preparing for its from seven states will be competing with play beginning at 1
season.
Now, after five months of p.m. Friday.
Each team will play two,
tournaments and regular season
games throughout Ohio, Michi- 11-point games against every
team in its respective bracket,
with the top eight to 10 teams
advancing to the playoffs on
afternoon. The singleCAMPUS MANOR Saturday
elimination playoffs will return
to the regular length of two out
APARTMENTS
of three games at 15 points each.
Mooney said the team's weak
NEXT TO CAMPUS & STORES
point this season has been passCLOSE TO TOWN
ing, which will have to be sharp
for BG to perform well in the
tournament.
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APTS
"We've improved it to the
point were we can run some
AIR CONDITIONED
more offensive plays," he said.
"Hopefully we'll mesh as a team
and play well together in the
tournament."
by Charles Toll
sports reporter

List
Price
PS/2 Model 70 386
The 8570-E61 includes 2 Mb
memory, an 80386 (16 MHz)
processor, one 3.5" diskette drive
(1.44 Mb), 60 Mb fixed disk drive,
IBM Mouse. IBM Micro Channel
Architecture, 8513 Color Display,
DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows/386,
Word, Excel and hDC Windows
Express. Software Is loaded
and ready to go!

$8,912

Your
Price*

$4,449
•This offer is limited to qualified students, laculty and start who order an IBM PS/2 Modal 8530-E21. 8550-031 or 8570-E61 on
or before June 30.1989 Prices quoted do not include sales tax, handling and/or processing charges Check with your school
regarding these charges Orders are subject to availability IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice

MICROSOFTWORD and EXCEL -

Senior captain Craig Da vie,
who coached the team until present coach BUI Boyle started
helping in late February, said the
Falcons have a good chance of
winning as long as the squad
plays as a team.
Boyle said it takes time for a
team to play well together, especially a team with as many
first-year players as the Falcons
— who have eight.
"It's a team sport that requires interaction between the
flayers." Boyle said. "It takes
ime to find the right combinations and that sometimes causes
you to lose some games.
"Their best volleyball is in
front of them. They're playing
well, but they have yet to reach
their full potential."
Despite the weaknesses, Boyle
said he believes the Falcons
have a good shot to win the tournament.
"We've come as far along as
we can be at this point."he said.
"I think they'll make the quarterfinals, and from there it will
be strictly momentum. Whoever
has the momentum will win it."

BURLINGTON OPTICAL DOES IT AGAIN!
TOLEDO'S BEST CONTACT & EYEGLASS PRICES

ACADEMIC EDITIONS

CONTACTS
'BAUSCN & LOMB . M
» AMERICAN HYDRO* .

• W J COLORS
FOR LIGHT EVES

• AMERICAN MYORON r
• BAUSCM A LOMB ui

TINTEO

EXTENDED

CONTACTS 0*J'<--LAUNDRY • SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

Call to hear about
our other locations.

CONTACT:

R.E. MANAGEMENT
352-9302

MICROCOMPUTER

PAIR
_
SINGLE VISION
SINGLE VISION

6488
TWTH PUHCHAM OF fVt tXAM

• FRAMES • BIFOCALS

7488

8988

(GLASS OH PLASTIC D 2S(
WW TMTf O SOFT CONTACTS

O* ■ miFFOPTONf THIST

TOUDO

t^rJurlington Optical '^|

,

ana*
2020

TONIGHT IS THE NIGHT!

SERVICE

UU€DN€SDRV. APRIL 12th at 8 pm
in the lenhart Grand Ballroom!

372-7724
You better
be therel
90 minutes of world-wide
cartoons

i®

■ >i««li»«n'M»"

¥.

Of «U Corpor-Mn
« of tr* MUMOA Copceur

hDC Mndtws Ff

• I ■ »*»marti of f* nOC ComfXiW Corporrton

!

FREE!

.

472-111}

¥
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¥
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BG track opens MAC Rose in Hall suits Bench
Women win dual meet; men finish second
by Mike Drabenstott
sports reporter

The women's track team
opened their Mid-American
Conference season with an impressive 90-55 dual meet win
over host Toledo on Tuesday.
The Falcons captured 13 of 17
events and took second and
sometimes third in the events
they did not win.
Head coach Lee LaBadie said
he did not expect such a great
margin of victory.
"I expected the meet to be a
little closer," LaBadie said.
"We were prepared to compete,
but I don't think the Toledo team
competed as strongly as they
could have."
Three Falcons had double
wins at the meet — Melissa Cole
in the 100 (12.3 seconds) and
200-meter (25.1) dashes, Tracy
Gaerke in the 800 (2:17.8) and
1500 meters (4:38.5) and Beth
Manson in the shot put
(46-feet-6) and discus

(158-feet-l).
BG also won both the 4x100
and 4x400 relays, which helped
ensure the victory.
Labadie said the women did
not allow the near-freezing temperatures experienced at the
meet to affect their performances.
"We ran well considering the
40-degree
temperature, he
said. r'We ran better or comparative to how we did over spring
break in Florida."
The Falcons will have one of
their few home meets of the
season this Saturday as they
host Ashland College in a dual
meet beginning at noon.
While the women's squad
defeated Toledo handidly, the
men's team finished second in a
tri-meet with Eastern Michigan
and host Toledo. The Hurons
won the meet with a total of 114
points. BG's 78 overcame the
Rockets, who rounded out the
field with 11 points.

Ron Heard posted a solid performance as he won the 100
meters with a time of 10.4 seconds, finished second in the 200
(21.5) and anchored the victorious 400 relay team.
Sophomore Kyle Wray won
the discus competition with a
throw of 166-feet-8. Mike Young
and Steve Frye both turned in
155-feet-2 performances to tie
for second. Frye also won the
javelin with a throw of
186-feet-0. The winning distance
was a personal best for Frye.
John Slater (169-feet-l),
Young (167-feet-l), and Reed
Parks (166-feet-10) swept the
hammer throw.
Beginning Thursday, some
members of the men's and
women's squads will compete in
the three-day Dogwood Relays
at the University of Tennessee.
Meanwhile, the remainder of the
men will compete in the Miami
Invitational on Saturday.

CINCINNATI (AP) — Cincinnati Reds manager Pete Rose
deserves to be in baseball's Hall
of Fame, but should not be given
a place in the shrine if it is demonstrated that he bet on baseball, retired Reds catcher Johnny Bench says.
"Unless they prove he did it
while he was playing, I don't
think it should Keep him out of
the Hall of Fame," Bench, now a
Reds broadcaster, said in Houston, where the Reds are playing
the Astros. "It would be terrible
if they found out he did it while
he was managing, but I think
that's secondary.
"I feel like Pete's performance throughout his career
stands alone ... he's as Hall of
Fame as they come. There's no
question in my mind," said
Bench, a former Rose teammate
on the Reds who will be inducted
into the Hall of Fame in July.
"If he bet on baseball games
and games that he participated
in, then, no, he should not be in
the Hall of Fame. If it's anything
else, then it should not take

away from what he accomplished on the field. No one can
question what he did on the
field."
Rose, 47, a Cincinnati native
who holds 19 major records including all-time career hit
leader with 4,256 hits, has said
he considers himself to be a Hall
of Fame player.
The baseball commissioner's
office announced last month it is
investigating "serious allegations" concerning Rose. Baseball officials have declined to
discuss the topic, but published
news reports indicate the subject is Rose's gambling activities, including whether he bet on
baseball games.
Under baseball rules, if Rose
bet on baseball, he could be suspended for a season. If he bet on
games involving his team, he
could be suspended for life.
One published report attributed to a former Cincinnati
Reds source said Rose had
gambling debts approaching
$500,000 when he left the Reds to
play for the Philadelphia Phil-

lies in 1978. Rose has denied
that.
"I am very disturbed for
Pete," Bench said. "I am disturbed by all that has come out
— true or otherwise — and the
way it has come out. The very
magnitude of some of these
things is disturbing."
Rose has for weeks declined
comment on the investigation of
him, or on whether he bet on
baseball. Washington lawyer
John Dowd, who is overseeing
baseball's investigation, has
said it could be completed by
mid-to-late April.
Bench said he is concerned
that Rose may have lied to Cincinnati lawyer Reuven Katz,
who has served for years as a
close adviser to both Rose and
Bench. Bench said he considers
Katz a trusted friend and is concerned that Rose may have lied
to Katz in denying that Rose
held a winning share of a ticket
bet on a Jan. 25 horse race at
Turfway Park in Florence, Ky.,
near Cincinnati.
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Classifieds
CAMPUS* CITY EVENTS
"Economic Relations batwean Japan and tht
United States"
By Mr Ha/uhiko ShiDuya Consul General o'
Japan( Chicago)
Tues April 18th
7 30 BA 110
Sponsored by the Japanese Club
All are interested1
5 days a week
5 days a week
Power 88 88 1 FM
0 i '''WWBGU
Alpha Eta Rho
Aviation Fraternity Will hold its
monthly meeting Wed April 12th
at 9 OOpm m room 127 TB Speaker will be Mi
chol Lrtahen. corporate paot 'or Dana Corporation, a* are urged to attend
Anyone Interested In volunteering to work ofr
the RED CROSS BQSU BLODDMOBILE during
the week ot April' Oth 14th please contact ksa
at 372-6716
Attention students enrolled in the
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
The PEER ADVISORS are available
to answer your questions
concerning BGSU s new
Telephone Registration System
Office hours are 9 30-2 30
Tuesdays Wednesdays, and Thursdays
m room 205 of the Administration Building
BETA BETA BETA BIOLOGY HONORAHV
REGIONAL CONVENTION Dr Owens Love joy
keynote speaker Topic Evolution of Human
Walking 1 30 Rm 112 LSC April 15 Open lo
the public
For the best In R ft B. rap. and dance mualc In
N.W. OMoFTune Into $8.1 FM Power 88
Mon-Frl8-10PM
Free Beverages and Pizza
Phi Eta Sigme
Happy Hours
Friday. April 14. 5PM 8PM
At Uptown
All Ages Welcome
DJ Dancing Great Fun
SUMMER SCHEDULES WILL BE DtSTRIBUTED TO STUDENTS THE WEEK OF APRIL
17. OPEN REGISTRATION ANO DROP/ADO
FOR SUMMER WILL BE HELD IN THE UNIVERSITY UNION APRIL 24-28. AFTER THIS
TIME. IT WILL BE HELD IN THE OFFICE OF
REGISTRATION AND RECORDS.
The Student Chapter of The American College of Health Care Executives wil be meeting
tonight at 7 30p m in room 110 ot the Business bidg Nominations will be taken lor next
year's officers You Musi be present to be
nominated for an office. A video tape In AIDS
will also be shown. New members welcome.

LOST & FOUND

Lost Blue Rimmed glasses in Maroon case if
found please contact at 353-4975
Lost Gold Bracelet-Extreme Sentimental Value'Reward Contact 353-4975
Lost Rimless Glasses m tan case possibly m
west hal if found please call 372-1220 REWARD! need them1

SERVICES OFFERED
A TO Z DATA CENTER 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs UPS. Federal Ex
press. Typing. Resumes FAX. Copies
Center for Choice II
Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Free Pregnancy Test
Proud to be Pro Choice
16 N Huron Toledo. OH

_

255 7769
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Confidential and Informative
We listen. We care. We can help
BG Pregnancy Center 354 -HOPE
Typing Service
Resumes-term papers
354-0371

PERSONALS

Edwin Shaw Hospital
a 198 bed physical and
chemical rehabihtabon facility
cordially invites
prolessors. counselors & students
to a
Health Career Open House
at Edwin Shaw Hospital
on Saturday. Aprill 5 1989
from 1 - 4 p m
1621 FbckingerRd
Akron. Ohio 44312

25* off on BGSU jackets
Just Arrived Hooded nylon
W«d Breakers*
T O s 900 E wooater

MOTORCYCLE
INSTRUCTION
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CaH Wood County Board oi

Education
Found a bracelet 4/4/69 at Kmko's if can identify win return Please caN 352 6992

354-9010or243-4223

LOST Gold. BGSU s 89 Women's Cans ring
Substantial REWARD no questions asked
Please call 353-6327

' BRIAN *
Thank you for a wonderful night at formal and
also for three greet months! when Is my
quiz? H I don't pass, will you still keep me?
Pleese? your the beat! Love. DAWN
• GAMMA PHI BETA'
BIG GINA
"We need people who mean something lo us
People to whom we can turn.
Knowing that being with them is coming home "
GINA • thanks (or EVERYTHING1
MuchTTKE.
LOVE LIL HEATH
• JESSIE HARRIS *
Happy 20th Birthday
Congrats on Kenya. Africa, but we're going to
miss you* Love. Jen M A Amy B
' • Amy Mccsment * ■
You're an awesome Big and a
wonderful friend Let's finish out
the year having a basal
love, your iir
BIO SUZANNE POLKO
Some people are fortunate enough to meet
someone specie! in their lives who. even though
they each may follow their separate ways, continue to share a lasting friendship
Thanks lor all you've grven us and the memories
we neve made together
Love and TTKE
UT Suzy and Lf Kimberfy
• ' "GAMMA PHI BETA"
"MICHELLE ANDREWS*'
You are the best big anyone could have ever
asked for Thankyoufor memories that will last a
Metime eventhough you are a big time senior
and wM be graduating. I'm sure our friendship
wil continue throughout our lives Best of luck
with your future I'D miss you very much'
TTKE LOVE AND MINE,
your HI'
UM
•"TRACE***
In Ihe beginning you seemed like such a witch.
but t was quickly obvious you were fust a Sorority 8
■ Do you want to go to Marks for
just one beer tonight, or we could always go to
buttons and enter you m a "She's got Legs"
contest Don't forget the piicherbeer dance and
the nde to the hospital m a squad car1 You can
ted me al about Ihe 10 little piggies who ate
roast beef Remember Do not Snack at Mr.
Bulky'sM Next year is gomg to be the best'
We'l have such a Wast rooming togetheragalnl
Love ya. Moaner P S Get psyched for the
weekend lunch snd the most fun at BG
"GAMMA PHI BETA"
BIG KRISTINE
"Chance made us friends, hearts made us sisters "
You are a wonderful BIG
Thanks for al the memories
and our kttte chats, they mean slot
I LOVE YOU'
UL1 Christine
GAMMA PHI BETA
'Gamma Phi* Gamma Phi*
"Big Klmberly Kline *
Our Days together are
becoming fewer
Our time spent together will
always be treasured
Our Friendship will never end
Even though we may part
I wish you the best of Luck1
Love in IIKE
Ul Bonnie

GAMMA PHI BETABIG KIM FARNSTROM
Graduation is nearI'll try not to shed the (ears'
Your III thinks you're above the rest.
because you are the BEST'
Love • Ul Lisa
GAMMA PHI BETANancy Crocl
There are things to remember that
happened m the past.
And memories to treasure that are always made
to last
As you go yur own way there is something you
should know.
you' littles resliy love you and don't want you to
flo'
GoodLuck and TTKE
Chris snd Erin
1ST ANNUALCLAZEL
ROCK-N-ROLL FILM FESTSTARTS
APRIL 14th and 1 5th at MIDNIGHT
1st Program PINK FLOYD THE WALL
2nd Program April 21,22
LED ZEPPLIN, THE SONG REMAINS THE
SAME
3rd Program Apr 28.29 THE WHO. TOMMY
FINAL PROGRAM MAY 5 6 TALKING
HEADS. STOP MAKING SENSE
5 days a week
5 days a week
Power 68-88 1 FM
8-10 PM WBGU
5 FEMALE ROOMIES NEEDED TO SUBLEASE
GREAT HOUSE FOR THE SUMMER CLOSE
TO CAMPUS PRICE NEG CALL ANYTIME
ELIZABETH 372-4048
Adoption
Loving couple wishes to adopt a
newborn Wil provide a lot of love and financial
security for your baby All expenses paid Confidential Call collect 1 -822-9286
Anyone interested m volunteering to work for
the RED CROSS BQSU BLOODMOBILE dunng
the week of April 10th-14th please Contact
Lisa At 372-6716
Are you taking a business Course Now' Yes'
U S G Needs your help' piesse complete the
professor evaluations forms and return to 405
Student Services today'
Assorted Spring and Summer Merchandise

25* • SOS on
Jeans N Things 531 Ridge St
ATTENTION TO 4 LUCKY FIJI ISLAND DATES
* * Kappa Delta-Micheiie-Kappa Delta * *
• * Alpha Phi-Jennifer-Alpha Pin ■ *
* * Delta Zeta Lisa Delta Zeta ' *
' * Chi Omega-Kristen-Omega *'
Be at the King's palace at 9 30 sharp tonight
Bring you hquid gift And
GET PSYCHED
FOR THE ISLAND" From your favorite FUI
Islanders
*' Scooter ' ■
•" Christopher Room ' *
• ' The King ■ '
• • Bucket"'

AXO * AXO * AXO * AXO ' AXO * AXO
Way to go AXO Bed Race and Double Dare
teams for taking 2nd place m both events'
AXO ' AXO ' AXO ' AXO ' AXO ■ AXO
AXO ' CHRIS CRAWFORD * AXO
Congrats on being appointed news director lor
WBGU' Your Alpha Chi sisters are proud of
you'
AXO * DEANNA PETERS * AXO
Your Alpha Chi Sisters are proud of you tor making the BGSU cheerleadrng squad" Go Falcons'
AXO " DIANE POPOVIC ' AXO
Your Alpha crv Sisters sre proud of you tor be*ig apponted Marketing director tor Rush 89'
Congrats1

Congratualtlons to Alpha Chi Outstanding
Members!
Freshman: Lisa Everhart
Sophmore: Melissa Motllce
Junior Amy Blank
Senior Use ShacrtH
Congratulations Pi Bets Phi
on wmmng Bed Races
from Men's Champions
Sigma Nu
DEEP SIX
FRIDAY 14th
DRY DOCK
DEEP SIX
FRIDAY 14TH
DRY DOCK

AXO * ERIN GARVIN * AXO
A much belated congratulations on your pearling to Alex munoi from OSU' We're so happy
lor you'
Love.
Your Alpha Chi Sisters

DON'T STALL
MAKE A CALL
FOR THE FALL
BEFORE WE'RE ALL
OUT OF
WINTHROP TERRACE APARTMENTS
400 Napoksan Rd
353-9135

AXO • LYNNE CARTER * LAURA HUNTER ■
AXO
Congratuialions on your acceptance to F.I T.!
We'l miss you next year'
Love.
Your Alpha Cnt Sislers

DZ OZ DZ DZ DZ DZ DZ
Congratulations Gretchen Rust on University
Embessadora'

BGSU Blood mobile
Monday-Friday 10am-4pm
GrandbalJroom. Union
Give Blood Give Blood
BK3KELLEY
I hope tfvs week is going well
If you can make is through Ife st BG
Than you can make it through Gamma Phi's
sentor Week loo
For ail the love and friendship you have given
me as my big sister
You are the Greatest
And I know you'll be a big success in the Rear
World'
Just like you were here
I love you very much snd II miss you'
love your N Rits
Bring your Sib to
Twisting the Night Away
to meet SicS-c
The Rommerettes
The Cheerleaders
Freddy and Freide
Show your Sibs our School spirit'
CAVSVS PISTONS
Tonight St 7 30 st BRATHAUS

DZEQOtrtp
Get excited for the trip to BeJdvrin-Wassce for
slate dey this Saturday
DZ EGO TRIP
Experienced cook looking for employment at
fraternity house for 89-90 school year Can
688-8325 after 5 30
FIJI ISLAND'
FIJI ISLAND!
FIJI ISLAND)
FIJI ISLAND'
FIJI ISLAND!
For the bast In R A B. rap and dance music In
N.W. Ohio. Tuna Into 88.1 FM Power IB
Mon-FHB-IOPM
Friday and Saturday
Quarter Drafts smd Dogs
Quarters Cafe 2-7pm
GAMMA PHI - GAMMA PHI
Big Beth E .
I wish you the best of luck m the future THanka
for being such a great big and fnend
Love your II'
Sarah
Gamma Phi Beta R.Sue Gamma

COLLEGE MONEY - Pnvste scholarships You
wil receive financial aid. GUARANTEED Federal approved program Scholarships. 7401C
Louisburg. Raleigh. NC 27804.
919 876-7891
Come Judge the Best Pizza m BG Contest at
the al Campus Dance Marathon. April 15th
(1 00 Al the Pizza you can eat taste test)

PK

Beta

We love you
Looking Forward to a great
Semester next year
Love you littles.
Juke and Barb
Gamma Phi Beta Gamma Phi Beta

ATTENTION STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
OFFICERS/ADVISORS Don't forget to make
your reservation tor the Student Organizations
Leadership Recognition Reception on Tuesday.
April 18. 1989 Call the Studenl Activities Office at 372-2843

Get a Taste of Germany
The BGSU Japanese Club
presents Guest Lecturer:

Mr. Haruhiko Shibuya
Consul General of Japan
(Chicago)

What are you doing
to enhance your resume?

7:30 p.m., April 18, 1989
Business Administration Building
Room 110

April 14. 1989
Oldenberg Brewery and Entertainment
Complex FT. Mitchell. Kentucky

Summer Work Interviews

• See the World's Largest Collection of
Brewery Memorabilia
• Comparative Beer Tasting
• Taste Authentic German Cuisine
• Free Souvenirs
• Live Entertainment
• Enjoy Beverages on the Bus
• Brown Bag Lunch
Tickets $22.00 For More Information call

3:30 & 6:30
RM. 303 Eppler North

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
352-9638

Earn $1750 per month

3 college credit
Travel
Career Job Placement

in discussions on:
"Economic Relations between Japan

and the United States"

When:
Where:

Wed. & Thurs.

The Excitement is Brewing

THE BG NEWS
lO

iONewt

Classifieds

April 12,1989

Hey. Do you want to get In tune tor final.
Join BGSU students going to Washington DC
lo march on the White House To end reclaim,
cutbacks, and war.There will be a van going It
w* be leaving Friday April 28 Returning Sunday April 30th Come to peace ccafttton-Wed 9
om at UCF Center(Thursttn and Ridge)

GAMMA PHI BETA
8*g Kalhryn Miner I'm gonna rmaa you next yew
but I wish you me best ot luck in Texas Keepm
touch' Love ya. LB Cathy
I LOVE MY BIO
GAMMA PHI SETA

INTRAMURAL SPORTS WILL BE OFFERED
DURING THE SUMMER FOR ALL FACULTY.
STAFF ANO SUMMER STUOENTS TENNIS.
VOLLEYBALL AND SOFTBALL GET YOUR
TEAM TOGETHER NOW CALL THE IM OFFICE FOR DETAILS

GAMMA PHI BETA
JnKUin
Roees are red. violets are blue.
you're the best BIO. ever
And a great fneno loo
Qood luck in your future endeavors
II mis* you (en
Love your peeudo W
Tracey
G A MM A PHI BETA

Japanese Club presents
Mr Ha-uh.koSn.buya
Consul General ol Japan| Chicago)
Topic
'Economic Relations between Japan
and the United States
Tuaa. APm i am
BA 1107 30pm

Gamma PhlChnsty Luncke Gamma Phi
Congratulations on going alum Status
Hope to see you around the house
Muck PKE m love your littles Demse A Shannon

JERRY MONNIN
Good Luck with me
UAA MUDVOLLEYBALL TOURNI
"The Prts are Dug'"
The Teams are ready*
Splash mto Action'''

Gamma Phi B«g Cornne Long Gamma Phi
Thanks lor the times we ve shared
we wrfl both rruss you
We wish you luck. success and happiness
Love and TTKE
UI'Jo and Sue

Jonlntagkata
Happy anniversary Hon' You are the best thing
that's ever happened to me
Love a/ways NtcoJ

Gamma Ph< Beta
Debbie Oargo
Good Luck to You1
I miss my big Already'
Love and TTKE.
Nancy

Kappa Delta VrP's
Keep the studying up-less than 3 more
weeks ot classes' Let s look tor 100% initiation
this far Your Sisters know you can al do It'

Gamma Phi Beta *" Stacie Palek
Best ot Luck in the Future1
I love My big'
Trish

Usa.
Congratulations on Alpha Ch- Omega moat outstanding Freshmen, moel outstanding roommate and Friend
Love. Wendy

Gamma Phi ' LAURIE ROSTASH ■ GAMMA
PHI
Congratulations on going alum We ■miss you
Love in PKE. Your littles Jen and Val

LITTLE SIBS WEEKEND
DRY DOCK
LITTLE SIB'S WEEKEND

QAMMA PHI BETA
Lisa Morris
Bag Hal RM HI 1MB
I'm as happy as can be
But when you go
you II never know
How sad I'm going to be
Gamma Phi Love and lots more ot mme
Jen

LITTLE SIBS WEEKEND
DRY DOCK
LITTLE SIBS WEEKEND
LITTLE SIB'S WEEKEND
DRY DOCK
LITTLE SIB'S WEEKEND

Gamma Phi Beta
Lisa Morris
I love my Grand B«g
Veronica

LOST
Smal gold, sapphire pinky ring last week
around BA Building REWARD OFFEREO cat
ksa at 2-5630 Please"

Give Blood Giva Blood Give Blood
April 10th-14th I0am-4pm
Grandbalkoom. Union

MARYL.
THIS IS OUR FIRST S A E PAOOY MURPHY.
BUT NOT OUR LAST I CAN INSURE YOU A
REAL COOL BLAST WHEN WE GET THERE I
HOPE YOU SOLD; I KNOW YOU WILL APPRECIATE THE GOLD
DANCING AND PARTYING ALL NIGHT LONG; I
HOPE THEY PLAY OUR FAVORITE SONG
PITTSBURG. PA IS WHERE IT'S AT. I WISH
WE WOULD NEVER COME BACK SO PARK
YOUR BAGS AND YOUR BEST GOWN TOO;
THE CARAVAN LEAVES AT 12 O'CLOCK
NOON'
LOVfc
JEFFEREY P

Grand Big Kefley
Congratulations1
You made it' goodkick and take care remember
your family is always here'
Thanks lor everything you have done lor me
You are the best and I am going to miss you'
I love you'
Your Grand Lil
Kris
GSS INTERNATIONAL FILMS
WHAT-> CEDOO(SENEGAL) & "TAUW
(SENEGAL)
WHERE? G4SH FILM THEATER
WHEN? STARTING AT 8 00 PM MONDAY 17.

NOW HIRING
Subway Sandwiches Is now hiring
Flexible hours Apply in person no phone calls
pkMM

1989
COST FREE AND OPEN TO ALL PUBLIC
WHAT? GIRL FROM HUNAN(CHINA)
"DIARY OF YUNBOGI BOY'
WHERE? GISH FILM THEATER
WHEN? STARTING 8 00 PM TUESDAY APRIL
IB. 1989
COST FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
HOUSEBOY NEEDED!!
FOR FALL SCHOOL YEAR
CALL 372-3409 /372-8092

TEL AVIV

One female roommate needed tor 89-90
school year( preferably nonsmoking) Apartment is close to campus, reasonable rent It Interested please cal Nadine al 372-4435 or
Sbeey 372-5907
Paddy Q Murphy was last seen near the
Maumee River Paddy Ditched a ride with some
little kings m a wagon puled by Clydesdales
They headed south on the Dixie Highway
towards B G The wagon let paddy off m
Luckey. Oh So he had to catch a train. He had
no money, so he hopped on a box car He was
petrified but he played his Zambuka to pass the
time Suddenly, the train derailed and paddy
was kamikazeed head first into the dirt Puzzled, he scratched his fuzzy navel and looked
around He found himself on east woosler
street m Bowling Green He wss geting Closer
| and closer to his final destination
SAE Paddy murphy 19B9
[ The tradition continues

$389.00

Please Give Blood!"
BGSU EHoodmobUe
10a.-4pm Mon-Fn
Grand Ballroom Union
Quarter's Cafe
No Cover
Sunday to Wednesday

$239.00
$245.00
$245.00
$249.00
$259.00

Shannon
Amslwdam
Ftankhirt
London
Paris

Budge* Fare Eacf> *oy cased on found tnp
from Chicago Some restrictions apply Cantor
FREE Siuoent Travel Catalog

CouiKinVavel
Evanator. 160201
312-475-5070 -

SENIOR CHALLENGE 1989
Help in the betterment of BGSU
TAKE THE CHALLENGE
SENIOR CHALLENGE GIVING WEEK
SENIOR CHALLENGE 89
SUMMER INTRAMURALS IF YOU WERE AN
INTRAMURAL SUPERVISOR OP OFFICIAL
WHO WORKING DURING THE 1988-89
SCHOOL YEAR AND ARE INTERESTED IN
WORKING THIS SUMMER. STOP BY THE OFFICE AND FILL OUT AN APPLICATION BY
FRIDAY. APRIL 21

The brothers of Sigma Alpha EpeHon Congratua-

M
MegGazda
of Phi Mu sorority on winning the Mrs Murphy
Contest The Lovely Phi Mu w« be eacorted lo
Pittsburgh by Mr Murphy. Brother Dave Khceri
The brothers ol Phi Kappa Psl congratulate Matt
EaMn on Ns engagement to Suzy Van Buren
Ot Gamma Phi Beta
The Brothers of Sigma Alpha EpeHon Congratulate Kappa Sigma brothers Matt VTaanova and
Rich Tartz For being the BED RACE KINGS"
Way to go guys1
This Is your last chance to see Europe and earn
6 credit hours Join our summer study In
Franca The informational meeting la Apnl 18.
90Opm 1001 BABLDG for more Info, cal Dr.
Chime at 372-81 BO or 352-6012

Tonight and Every Thursday night
Brathaus Cap night
We w* give away
Brathaus Cape
Every 1 2 hour between
9-i 30
Be here for better chance to win'

11 ii m

USG has distributed professor evaluation
surveys to all students taking business
courses this Spring 1989 Semester. We
ask that you pick up your forms from
your on campus mailbox and complete
them to send to 405 Student Services.
These evaluations are being
processed by students for you to make
informed decisions when scheduling.

Needed one Roommate for Summer of '89
$115 a month House on Troup St Own room
Contact Heather 352-3464
Non-smoking female for summer, own room and
bath; $215 for Mey-Aug. plus gas 4 electric
CaH Stacv 363-3697.
Part-time on call data entry clerk. Roadway
Expreaa la looking lor part-time data entry
clerks to work outside our loading dock ualng
a laser data scanner. Position will be I to 24
hre. par weak. Nlghta and weekends wage Is
17 50/hr. Apply at 6180 Hagman Rd. Toledo,
Oh. Anytime Wednesday 1-5 pm. Equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
Women and minorities encouraged to apply.

Tw.stin the Night Away
TicketaSi OOAattabte
in the education Bldg
Thru April 14th

HELP WANTED
Part time and Full Time maintenance man for
summer
Some skill necessary Messenger Rentals Cal
352-5822
1350/DAY PROCESSINGPhone orders
People call you No experience necessary Cal
(Refundable) 1-407-744-3011 Ext D1535A
7 DAYS

Where do broken "Hearts"go?
Sassssss went the snake
WMMY DONGER.
Congratulations on NoxellHope your happy m whatever
you decide
Love.Lynnera
YOUR OWN BUSINESS
Sen unique T-Shirta Must apply now for Fall
89 Call ION free 1 -800842-2336
POLITICS IN THE 90s''
SENATOR JOSEPH BIDEN
April 20.1989
8 OOp m 121 West Hal
Sponsored by USG
PoHtical Science Dept
Student Services
International Relations Org & HSA

ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS. INC
IMMEDIATE PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT A
VAILABLE Our company is seeking part-time
employees to perform unskilled light production
work Flexible hours around class schedules
can be arranged Plant location is only 2 blocks
from BGSU campus The rate of wage is
$3 35 per hour II interested call the company
office al 354-2844 or pick-up application at
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc . 428
Ckmgh Street Bowling Green. OHIO 43402
Attention Summer Employment Guaranteed income, scholarships, plus many benefits
National company needs students lor ful time
summer employment within a 30 mile radius ot
one of the following towns in Ohio Bryan, Ceane, Coahocton. Defiance. Finrjiay. Lima. Norwait. Sidney. Wauseon, Delaware. Van Went.
Marion. Gallon. Fremont Need transportation
Apply in person Apnl 13th Student Union. Canal
Room at one ol the following limes
12 30-1 15-2 OQ-2 45
Banfax Pest Control Needs
either part or full time summer
service people Call 352-5315

WANTED
1 F Roommate to sublease lor summer Own
Bedroom - close to campus Cad 372-3695
1 Female roomata needed to sublease for FaH
89 Sp*mg90 Haven House no 29. Rent
1 43 75 Call vtcky 363-7348. 855-3048
1 female roommate needed for summer In 2
bedroom, 2 bath, large apt with air conditioning
CaH Sherne 372-61 35 or Beth 353-3786
1 female roommate needed for 89-90 school
year
E
Merry
Apt Call 372-6127 or
372-6147.
1 Female roommate needed tor 89-90 School
year FoxRunApta Call 353-4975

1 Grad or etatl non-smoker needed
to share large apt. with quiet
30yr.old bus.grad. si907mo
Own room, available Aug 1 very
c iota to campus. Call Chrialopher
353-2555 or leave message

2 Female roommates for FaaVSpnng semester
to share house w 4 fun easygoing girls Good
location, cheap rent Can 353 7826
2 GIRLS WANT TO SUBLEASE YOUR APT
FOR SUMMER SESSION IIMAY lb JUNE 16)
IF INTERESTED CALL JUDY OR KATHRYN
3533469
250 COUNSELORS and Imtructort neededl
Private, coed, aummar camp In Pocono
Mountains, Northeastern Pennsylvania. Lohlkan, P.O. Box 234BQ, Kanllworth. NJ 07033
<201»27«-05A5

Anyone Interested In volunteering to work tor
the RED CROSS BQSU BLOODMOBILEdurlng
the week of April 10th-14th Please Contact
uaa at 372-6716
Lrve-m names needed for young, loving families In affluent Connecticut suburbs of NYC
Great pay. car. round trip air fare, vacations. Licensed agency Claire Sussman 5 Laurel Lane.
Danen. Connecticut 06820 Ph: (203)
656-0707

Camp Staff for Girt Scout Camp near Kalama
zoo. Ml June 7-August 7 Waterfront staff,
asst director'business manager, program director, health supervisor. C(T director, unit
leaders, counselors, kitchen staff, other positions. For an application contact Girl Scouts of
Singing Sands Council. 15985 State Road 23
Granger. IN 46530 (219) 277-0900. or your
placement office
Canton Company needs CS or MIS students
with approx 3.0 GPA or above lor a co-op this
summer during the fan semester Pay is
S1400-1800 per month Stop by the Co-op Of
ftce or call 372-2451
Toledo area consulting firm needs a student to
be a marketing and sales assistant on a parttime basis this summer Macintosh experience
preferred Pay ia 45 00'hr Stop by Coop ot*
lice or call372 2451

Summer Sales A Marketing intern for wholesale
beverage dist in Loram. Erie counties Must
have own car ref req'd Send letter or resume
to Dept D, POBox 122. Loram OH 44052
The Student Recreation Center is looking for a
few good summerLlfa Guards and swimming
Instructors interested call Scott at 2- 7477
Toledo utility needs a chemistry student for a
aummar Internship m their chemical engineering
department Pays $5 75 an hour and up depending on background For details, stop by
co-op or cal 372-2451
VEHICLE DRIVER Position requires valid
chauffers license and school bus drivers Icense
Part lime position-28 hrs'wk..
$4 30 hr Send resume with references lo
Ursula Denisolf. WSOS Head Start Center.
PO Box 94. Portage. OH 43451 EOE

1980 Fiat Strata, standard 4 door, low mileage,
good condition $1500 353-2099
1981 vw Jetta. 5 Speed. Air. AM—FM cassette, good Cond Cal 3530532
Brand new 19" royal blue Myata bicycle
w/acceaaories. $275 or best offer
363-6526
Can you buy Jeeps. Cars. 4 X 4's Seized m
drug raids for under $ 100 00? Call for facts to
day 602-837-3401 Ext 299
Cannondale Black Lightening 58 cm Original
model $1000 00 NEW unused wheels, tires
lubes. $600 00 352-8578 Cycle Works
CANNONDALE TOUR INQ BIKE
Excellent cond $300 Negotiable 353-7900
Cotnago Super Tour Columbus SL Tubing with
Shimano 600 Equipment 352-8578
Cycle werka
FOR SALE
79 Yamaha SX400
Call 354-430B after A
Ask for John!
Force 5 sailboat, very good condition Absolutely must sell No reasonable offer refused
Call Mark at 353 326' lor details

Enthusiastic. Volunteer ma/ned persons wanted as subjects for focus group research ASAP'
3534247

Call 353-5707.

Million Dollar Qame • Foosball Table
Excellent Condition. $240.00.

Racing Bike-Trek 1500 spec ed alum Very
light/last beautiful biuewhito access incl ex
cond Must see. ask $460 1989 price 4989
364-2700.
Raleigh Racing USA b-ke. supercourse 1 2 sp .
Shimano comp alum rims. 2 sets of tires, fcght
and fast Asking $375 Cal Rob 352-9489
88 Canndale SR 500 s Were $640 now
$530 352-8578

Cycle Werka

FOR RENT

Jaymar Apertmenta
2 bedroom apartments
Available lor summer/fall
As low as $405 per month

3546036

by Dugg Lamielle
'-HAMKS. TMA1 RtM.1V AifcSka
* U». VwAS faorre A BIT
6P -MAOb U>OOTC. »» TH—al
r» ALL, ,T vuwtioNs 6 tun/

uH4fcsV* MOM*9 Luc UJ*M<
TO CDuftQATUiOTC «*«
"•CGfCfiMAMtE "TOO.

226 S college
1 bedroom Apts Free. Gas.Heat.Water
And sewer-close to campus. 9 and 12 mo
leases Cal newlove 352 5620

3bdrm house 718 3rd St $550 plus utilities
Washer/dryer, closed front porch, wel insulated Available August 12 month lease Cal
353-1682

803 5th St
FREE QAS, HEAT, WATER. AND SEWER
Two bedroom apts completely furnished and
unfurnished, balconies and patios
private parking and laundry facilities
cal newlove rentals 362-5620

Are you neat? Need a place fo stay?
There is stil room left for two people (male o<
Female) House completely furnished Very near
campus Cal for more info 353-3607 Ask for
Rob.
Beat the Heat*
Summer Sublease
2 bedroom, airconditioning, futy furnished, newly carpeted
apartment Low Cost. 850 Scott Hamilton. 2
blocks from campus Cal 363-7 7 23 anytime
Carry Rentals
Apartments- Houses - Rooms
Available summer only
Apartments- $200 mo tor 1 or 2 students
Cal 352-7365
Cheap Summer Rates
1 A 2 bedroom apartments
Rates beginning at $4 75 entire summer
Call 352-9302
For Rent
Are you "STRESSED OUT'' because you dor';
nave a place to Ive next fal? Well. You're m
luck1 605 Second St Apt G is ready and waiting! Close lo Campus! Contact R E Management (352-9302) Cal Now'
For Rent 2 bedroom furnished apartment for 2
to 4 people summer only located 304 E
Court St CaJI6l4-291-0767

Fi«n
WATERBED
w/ the summer sub-lease of my downtown
apartment Call 354-0495 for more into

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD STREET
Summer and Fal Openings
1 A 2 bedroom apartments
Free Heal. Water and Sewer
School year lease* available
Reasonable Rates

Call 352-4966
Houses for 1989-90 school year
Cal 352-2330 or 352-7992 after 5pm 9-5pm

352 4166
Need 2 males graduating in Dec 89 for semester lease Cal 372-5080 for more into
Need a place to stay for 5 wk summer lerm'?
Fuay furnished house $ 150 plus utilities Call
Lori 352-2117
Now leasing lor summer and lal
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS
Privileges lo Cherrywood Health Spa
Preferred Properties Co 352-9378
Party Room For Rent
Preferred Properties. Co

Quiet. Large. One bedroom apartment 9 or 12
mo. lease
Phone
352-5111 between
10:00-5 00pm.
Railvlew Mint-Warehouse
(at the corner ot Raikoad Ave and Lehman
Ave) 5X7 -9x15 -9X30
Preferred Properties, Co
352-9378
Room for rent Summer 89 across from Founders. $400 (neg) Cal Jil 353-4771
SPRING SEMESTER 90
Going on an internship in the fal and need a
place to stay in the spring? Sublease my very
nice apartment1 I'm looking tor a female lo move
in with my 2 great roomies' Cal Kety at
352-8986 and leave a message
Sublet Now! Pool. A/C. quiet 1-Br Apartment.
Leaae until august: Can be extended cal
353-9616
Summer lease avertable large quiet 2 bdrm Cal
353-4662 before 11 efter 3
THE BE8T LOCATION
606 1/2 East Wooeter house for rent starting
summer 89 and 69-90 school year If inter
esled cal 353-5529

Thank You for your Cooperation

S
The Voice of the Undergraduate Student Body

? 4 persons needed to -vubleMse nice sue
apartment for the summer Call 352 1172

352-9378

LIFEGUARDS WANTED - Seasonal work available at Pontage Quarry Rec Club MUST
BRING CURRENT RED CROSS CERTIFICATION CARD and apply In person al T-Souare
Graphics 121 South Main. Bowhng Green,
Ohio Accepting applications through April 28.
1989 ONLY

Mona

2 bedroom furnished for 4 people with microwave, disposal, bookshelf, extre sinks m each
bedroom, laundry facilities and good management Go look at 704 5th Street. Then cal us
352-3445

APARTMENTS- 2 bedroom, furnished/unfurn
Summer. 2 semester or 12 mo. leases 1/2
block lo campus FREE cable T V . lock-out key
service, heal New carpet, some new furniture
Call Tom 352-4673 days. 9a m -5p m
352-1600 evenings A weekends

Large clown knife fish, shovel nose catfish.
African Gar. $20 each Call 353 0386

Part A Ful time evenings office Cleaning Knickerbocker Services 352-5822

1.2.3. Bedroom Apartments
Please cal between 1 30 A 5 30
In the afternoon Cal 354-6800
_ We alow Pets

$1200 Skis plus for $800
1988 Pre 190 sps soft slalom hp skis 490 tyroaa A bindings Scott Sport poles Sized 10
1/2 Hansen limited production racing
boots/dark blue Call Drew 2-1767

Eiyria company needs Accounting or Finance
Student with GPA 2 75 or above to work during
Summer or Fall
1969
Pays
$1 200 1 400 month
Call Co-op at
372-2461

Need Male & Female students to nil apartments
lor school year 89-90 Cal 352-7365

1 Bedroom furnished A 2 bedroom unfurnished
1 2 month leases 362-3446.

Adjacent Campus Furnished 1BR Apt Summer'Fal $250 00 plus util. deposit 353-51 97

L- shaped loft for sale
University approved, fire reta/dent paint, very
nice $90 Perfect for apartment or campus
room Call 352-8986

Need 1-2 females roomies for 89-90 year
Close and Cheap can lisa 372 3640 or Carrie
372-6757

1 A 2 bedroom apts summer and fal cal after
2pm Visage Green apartments 354-3533

FOR SALE

CASEY'S IS THE PLACE TO WORK
we serve the highest quality foods and hire the
best people Very friendly and very flexible on
work schedules 1025N Mam BG

Help wanted. Lakeland Hotel and Charter service. Port Canton. Oh now hiring desk clerks
and dock hands Cal 734-2101 before 5pm or
354-1627 after 5pm F

Cal John Newtove Real Estate
3542260

920 E Woosler
Only 1 left" Free. Gas. Heat
Water and sewer Two bedroom Apts
Completely furnished, across from Campus.
Private Parking and Laundry Facilities
Call Newlove Rentals 352-5620

Great Buy'"
Mary Kay Cosmetics.50% oft
Call kay- 353-4257

Graduating Seniors
America's largest insurance A financial service
company has openings for multilines agents A
registered representatives Excellent opportunity with extensive tinancial product line Excellent benefits & training program For confidential
interview cal Meal K/use at 419-865-6781
Mon through Fn 9am-4pm

* 1 bedroom A 2 bedroom
turn A unfurn apartments

Whftehouse Nannies Best families m Washington DC Area Seeking Top chiidcare in
Exchange for great salary. Room and Board
Travel opportunity Minimum 1 year commitment Al Employers Screened in person Call or
write Whitehouse Nannies 4 733 Bethesda
Ave Suite 804. Bethesda. Maryland 20814 or
cal 301-654-1 242

Local marketing company looking tor student
lor part-time co-op to start fal semester. Must
have stong stat Background and knowledge of
SAS Call 2-2451

Looking for a fraternity, soronty or student organization that would hke to make $500-51000
lor a one week on-campus marketing protect
Must be organized and hardworking Call Jill or
Corine at (800) 592-2121

V»„ u,sot uen KAN* V.u
ut*> ■»« M (Wnaiu

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer.
Yr. round, Al Countries. Al fields Free info
Write UC. POBox 52-OH03 Corona Del Mar
CA92625

Student wanted lor part-hme car cleaning
Wage determined on experience
Call
352-4324 Dean

WANTED 1 or 2 female roommates for the
summer
Close lo campus Call Barb
353-7922

Wo Came
WaSaw
We Raced
We Won and
We took the trucking trophy
Sigma Nu
1989 Bed Race Winners

NOW HIRING
Subway sandwiches is now hiring
Flexible hours Apply m Person No phone cans
please

Two Fematea needed lor 89-90 Year. CaH
Karen 353 8900

Wanted one female to share apartment with two
other females Rent is $ 140 a month plus gas &
etec Starting in May Located on S Summit
Please call 354-2945

UNIVERSITY INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE;
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S GOLF TOURNAMENT
(OPEN) DUE APRIL 19 BY 4 OOp m IN 108
STUDENT REC CENTER TOURNAMENT IS
SATURDAY. APRIL 22

Need a aummar -ob and live in me Fort Wayne
Ind area? Pine Valley Country Club is now hiring al pc-arodna For more mto cal Greg at
354-2377.

Put-In-Bay Opportunity
General Manager lor a pool/reataraunt summer
resort. Living quarters, responsibility, salary.
Cal for into A appt (216)228-6880
Roscoe Tooners

WANTED
To sublease 1 bd unfurnished apt Will
PAVS500 for summer Call Linda 372-4323
Please leave message

TWISTING THE NK3MT AWAY
Featuring Brailie Radio
Groove Master
Sheepish Grin
Phantom Circus
Music King

Male and Female vocaest needed interested
applicants send resume to Armstrong Theatrical
Productiona P O Sox 384 Bowling Green. Oh
43402

ROOMMATE WANTED!
One non-smoking male needed for Field Manor
2-bedroom aprt Futy furnished $150 month
plus electric FaH semester only Call Tony at
372-3383

Two roommates needed May 1 - Aug 31 Close
to campus Spacious house on Ridge Street
Vicki or Renee any time, call 3540286

A nonsmoking female roommate wanted only
for Fal semester 1989 Apartment close to
campus, all utHties paid except electric Please
call after 4 30 353 4587

We Need Your Help' Now !

l mala non-emoker to anare house 89-90
school year $ 1 30 par month free utilities Cal
363-8122 Cloae to campus

Two bedroom apt for rent May 16 cloae to
campus, pool, laundry Please cal 3534471
Ray or Dan.
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Very Nice 2 Bedroom Furnished lor 4 people 9
month lease 352-3445.

